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As We See it
We encourage and assist resistance to all
oppression. This includes economic and en-
viromnental exploitation and all forms of
state and social oppression, such as racism
and sexism.

Mass direct action is the most effective and
liberating form of struggle.

Our aim is for mass struggles to develop into
a revolutionary transformation, in which
people seize control of the world’s resources
and fundamentally re-organise society.

This can only be achieved by the self-organi-
sation ofthe vastmajority, the working class.
We oppose all hierarchies and political par-
ties.

We want a free, stateless world, with social
wealth owned and controlled by society.
Production will be to meet human need and
all relationships based on equality and mu-
tual respect.
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Welcome to issue 3 of Scottish Anarchist!

Inside this issue you will find the usual mix
of articles, covering a wide range of sub-
jects. With the success of Braveheart, we
subject the film and the issues it raises on
nationalism to an anarchist analysis. We are
sure Alex Salmond will disagree! Following
on from last issue’s article on the
globalisation of capitalism, we reprint a
Noam Chomsky article on the current war
being waged upon our class. The develop-
ment of a “third world at home”, with little
islands of elite privilege amidst the general
decay, is the natural result of globalisation.
The attack on labour is just one part of this
process.

In addition, we have two articles on that icon
ofmoderncapitalism, McDonald’ s. The first
is an update on what is happening in the
McLibel trial, which has reached the issue of
workers rights. This nicely flows into the
second article, the experiences of someone
who had the misfortune to be under the
Golden Arches. As capitalism expands and
develops, the McDonald’s mode of produc-
tion has become more and more widespread,

itorial
so other workers beware! A service industry
Industrial Union could be a small step in
slowing down this process, as it wouldin any
industry. Hopefully anarchists will be at the
forefront in organising the unorganised.
There is a lot of potential out there if we can
get our act together.

Anarcha-feminism is also highlighted in
two important articles this issue. One. a new
critique ofpornography, places porn into its
social context, something which is often
ignored in the usual debates on the subject.
The other calls upon anarchist women to
reclaim their politics, history and their right-
ful place in the anarchist movement, by their
own efforts. These articles are likely to gen-
/erate discussion within and outwith themove-
ment.

Finally, with the release ofLand and Free-
dom, we anarchists are reminded of the
passion ofthe Spanish Revolution and ofour
ideas, plus the aims of our activity. In these
dark times, its good to sec one of the bright-
estmoments ofthe labourmovementbrought
to passionate life on the big screen. Hope-
fully it will inspire us all to struggle that bit

;

harder and make the few sparks of freedom
and revolt around today that hit stronger,
maybe strong enough to slarl a fire which
will sweep the world. Who knows?

The future can be inllucncctl by our actions.

the editorial collective

“History tells us that every oppressed
class gained

liberationfrom its masters through its
own efforts"

Emma Goldman

If you wish to send us articles, letters, graph-
ics and so forth, they will be gratefully
received. Once again, we apologise to eve-
ryone who send articles in which were not
published.

Please send any material to :-

Scottish Anarchist
c/o G.A.G.
PO Box 1008
Glasgow
G42 8AA
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There is no denying Braveheart’s power. It
is a good film, very moving in parts, with a
cracking story-line and excellent acting
which makes it feel far less than its 3 hours
length.Thehistorical inaccuracies are unim-
portant as the message of the movie is inde-
pendent of, for example, forgetting to in-
clude a bridge and river at the battle of
Stirling. The film gets the basic story right
and that’s what is important in this context.

For those who have been hiding up a chim-
ney for the last 6 months,
Braveheart is about William
Wallace and his fight for Scot-
tish independence against King
Edward the first of England (ex-
cellently played by Patrick
McGoohan) . Edward, after crush-
ing Wales/Cymm, tumedhis state
building vision to Scotland,
where he used the in-fighting
amongst the Scottish nobles to
conquer Scotland. William
Wallace, a very minor member
of the nobility, took up arms
against the invaders and lead a
successful peasant up-rising
against them until he was be-
trayed by Scottish nobles and
hung, drawn and quartered.

Mel Gibson, who both starred as
Wallace and directed the movie,
does a reasonable job of the ac-
cent and puts some fine words
about freedom into Wallace’s
mouth, particularly at the Battle
of Stirling. It is freedom, how-
ever, that the movie raises im-
portant questions about. One of
the best aspects of the movie is
that it clearly indicates the differ-
ent class interests at play in the
struggle for national independ-
ence. All through the film the
Scottish “Nobility” are portrayed
as a gang of parasites who are
happy to let Edward rule Scotland as long as
they get a few more titles and abitmore land.
However, as one peasant foot solider says in
the movie “I didn’ tcome here tofightso they
can get a bit more land" . As such, the movie
raises the complex nature ofnational libera-
tion movements as (mostly) cross class alli-
ances. Unfortunately, it then ignores the
issue as Mel Gibson astride his horse makes
an impassioned plea to them to fight for
freedom. “They may take our lives, but they
cannot take ourfreedom!"

But whose freedom? The movie does not
address the issue. Its clear, from the end
when we switch to Bannockburn, 1314, its
national freedom. But since we are talking
about a monarchy, that means freedom for
the Scottish King. For the average peasant or

by Iain MacSaorsa
artisan, things would not have changed that
much. So the questions that any national
liberation struggle must address is, “Free-
dom for who? Independence for what?”

Nationalism and Nationality
To begin to answer these questions, we must
first define what we mean by nationalism.
For. many people, it is just the natural attach-
ment to home. the place they grew up. These
feelings. however, obviously do not exist in
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a social vacuum. Nationality. as Bakunin
noted. is a “natural and social fact" as
“everypeople and the smallestfolk-unit has
its own character, its own specific mode of
existence, its own way ofspeaking, feeling,
thinking, and acting; and it is this idiosyn-
crasy that constitutes the essence ofnation-
ality” [1]. But nationality is not the same as
nationalism. Nationalism is far more. and a
lot less ethically, than recognition ofcultural
uniqueness and love of home. Nationalism
is the love of, or the desire to create, a nation-
state.

Anarchists have long noted the fundamental
difference between society and the state. In
fact, in the words of Rudolf Rocker, the
“nation is not the cause, but the result ofthe
state. It is the state that creates the nation,

.. .1’

not the nation the state" [2]. Every state is an
artificial mechanism imposed upon society
by some ruler in order to defend and make
secure the interests of privileged minorities
within society. Nationalism was created to
reinforce the state by providing it with the
loyalty of a people of shared linguistic, eth-
nic. and cultural affinities. And ifthese shared
affinities do not exist, the state will create
them by centralising education in its own
hands, imposing an “official” language and
attempting to crush cultural differences from

the people’s within its borders.

- Scottish history, when English
pp Monarchs banned the pipes,the

~ kilt and Gaelic.
I

While imperialism often brings
these attempts at cultural de-
struction into the stark light of
day. the same processes go on
within a seemingly “whole”
nation as well, the example of
Yorkshire in England springs
to mind.

This is hardly surprising as the
state is a centralised body, in-
vested with power and a social
monopoly of force. It preempts
the autonomy of localities and

"rs Aw peoples and in the name of “na-
tion” crushes the living, breath-
ing reality of a nation (its peo-
ples and their cultures) with one
law, one culture and one “offi-
cial” history.

Anarchism and
National Liberation

This does not mean. however,
that anarchists are indifferent
to national liberation struggles.
Far from it. In the words of
Bakunin, “Ifeel myselfalways

the patriot of all oppressed fatherlands...
Nationality... is a historic, localfact which,
like all real and harmlessfacts, has the right
to claim general acceptance. Every peo-
ple, like every person, is involuntarily that
which it is and therefore has a right to be
itself... Nationality is not a principle; it is a
legitimatefact,justas individuality ts. Every
nationality, great or small has the incontest-
able right to be itself, to live according to its
own nature. This right is simply the corol-
lary of the general principal offreedom"
[3]-
Unlike most nationalists, anarchists recog-
nise that almost all “nations” are in fact not
homogeneous and so consider nationality to
be far wider in application than just lines on
maps, created by conquest. With this in
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Our aim is for mass struggles to develop into
a revolutionary transformation, in which
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and fundamentally re-organise society.

This can only be achieved by the self-organi-
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We want a free, stateless world, with social
wealth owned and controlled by society.
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all relationships based on equality and mu-
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Welcome to issue 3 of Scottish Anarchist!

Inside this issue you will find the usual mix
of articles, covering a wide range of sub-
jects. With the success of Braveheart, we
subject the film and the issues it raises on
nationalism to an anarchist analysis. We are
sure Alex Salmond will disagree! Following
on from last issue’s article on the
globalisation of capitalism, we reprint a
Noam Chomsky article on the current war
being waged upon our class. The develop-
ment of a “third world at home”, with little
islands of elite privilege amidst the general
decay, is the natural result of globalisation.
The attack on labour is just one part of this
process.

In addition, we have two articles on that icon
ofmoderncapitalism, McDonald’ s. The first
is an update on what is happening in the
McLibel trial, which has reached the issue of
workers rights. This nicely flows into the
second article, the experiences of someone
who had the misfortune to be under the
Golden Arches. As capitalism expands and
develops, the McDonald’s mode of produc-
tion has become more and more widespread,

itorial
so other workers beware! A service industry
Industrial Union could be a small step in
slowing down this process, as it wouldin any
industry. Hopefully anarchists will be at the
forefront in organising the unorganised.
There is a lot of potential out there if we can
get our act together.

Anarcha-feminism is also highlighted in
two important articles this issue. One. a new
critique ofpornography, places porn into its
social context, something which is often
ignored in the usual debates on the subject.
The other calls upon anarchist women to
reclaim their politics, history and their right-
ful place in the anarchist movement, by their
own efforts. These articles are likely to gen-
/erate discussion within and outwith themove-
ment.

Finally, with the release ofLand and Free-
dom, we anarchists are reminded of the
passion ofthe Spanish Revolution and ofour
ideas, plus the aims of our activity. In these
dark times, its good to sec one of the bright-
estmoments ofthe labourmovementbrought
to passionate life on the big screen. Hope-
fully it will inspire us all to struggle that bit

;

harder and make the few sparks of freedom
and revolt around today that hit stronger,
maybe strong enough to slarl a fire which
will sweep the world. Who knows?

The future can be inllucncctl by our actions.

the editorial collective

“History tells us that every oppressed
class gained

liberationfrom its masters through its
own efforts"

Emma Goldman

If you wish to send us articles, letters, graph-
ics and so forth, they will be gratefully
received. Once again, we apologise to eve-
ryone who send articles in which were not
published.

Please send any material to :-

Scottish Anarchist
c/o G.A.G.
PO Box 1008
Glasgow
G42 8AA
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There is no denying Braveheart’s power. It
is a good film, very moving in parts, with a
cracking story-line and excellent acting
which makes it feel far less than its 3 hours
length.Thehistorical inaccuracies are unim-
portant as the message of the movie is inde-
pendent of, for example, forgetting to in-
clude a bridge and river at the battle of
Stirling. The film gets the basic story right
and that’s what is important in this context.

For those who have been hiding up a chim-
ney for the last 6 months,
Braveheart is about William
Wallace and his fight for Scot-
tish independence against King
Edward the first of England (ex-
cellently played by Patrick
McGoohan) . Edward, after crush-
ing Wales/Cymm, tumedhis state
building vision to Scotland,
where he used the in-fighting
amongst the Scottish nobles to
conquer Scotland. William
Wallace, a very minor member
of the nobility, took up arms
against the invaders and lead a
successful peasant up-rising
against them until he was be-
trayed by Scottish nobles and
hung, drawn and quartered.

Mel Gibson, who both starred as
Wallace and directed the movie,
does a reasonable job of the ac-
cent and puts some fine words
about freedom into Wallace’s
mouth, particularly at the Battle
of Stirling. It is freedom, how-
ever, that the movie raises im-
portant questions about. One of
the best aspects of the movie is
that it clearly indicates the differ-
ent class interests at play in the
struggle for national independ-
ence. All through the film the
Scottish “Nobility” are portrayed
as a gang of parasites who are
happy to let Edward rule Scotland as long as
they get a few more titles and abitmore land.
However, as one peasant foot solider says in
the movie “I didn’ tcome here tofightso they
can get a bit more land" . As such, the movie
raises the complex nature ofnational libera-
tion movements as (mostly) cross class alli-
ances. Unfortunately, it then ignores the
issue as Mel Gibson astride his horse makes
an impassioned plea to them to fight for
freedom. “They may take our lives, but they
cannot take ourfreedom!"

But whose freedom? The movie does not
address the issue. Its clear, from the end
when we switch to Bannockburn, 1314, its
national freedom. But since we are talking
about a monarchy, that means freedom for
the Scottish King. For the average peasant or

by Iain MacSaorsa
artisan, things would not have changed that
much. So the questions that any national
liberation struggle must address is, “Free-
dom for who? Independence for what?”

Nationalism and Nationality
To begin to answer these questions, we must
first define what we mean by nationalism.
For. many people, it is just the natural attach-
ment to home. the place they grew up. These
feelings. however, obviously do not exist in
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a social vacuum. Nationality. as Bakunin
noted. is a “natural and social fact" as
“everypeople and the smallestfolk-unit has
its own character, its own specific mode of
existence, its own way ofspeaking, feeling,
thinking, and acting; and it is this idiosyn-
crasy that constitutes the essence ofnation-
ality” [1]. But nationality is not the same as
nationalism. Nationalism is far more. and a
lot less ethically, than recognition ofcultural
uniqueness and love of home. Nationalism
is the love of, or the desire to create, a nation-
state.

Anarchists have long noted the fundamental
difference between society and the state. In
fact, in the words of Rudolf Rocker, the
“nation is not the cause, but the result ofthe
state. It is the state that creates the nation,

.. .1’

not the nation the state" [2]. Every state is an
artificial mechanism imposed upon society
by some ruler in order to defend and make
secure the interests of privileged minorities
within society. Nationalism was created to
reinforce the state by providing it with the
loyalty of a people of shared linguistic, eth-
nic. and cultural affinities. And ifthese shared
affinities do not exist, the state will create
them by centralising education in its own
hands, imposing an “official” language and
attempting to crush cultural differences from

the people’s within its borders.

- Scottish history, when English
pp Monarchs banned the pipes,the

~ kilt and Gaelic.
I

While imperialism often brings
these attempts at cultural de-
struction into the stark light of
day. the same processes go on
within a seemingly “whole”
nation as well, the example of
Yorkshire in England springs
to mind.

This is hardly surprising as the
state is a centralised body, in-
vested with power and a social
monopoly of force. It preempts
the autonomy of localities and

"rs Aw peoples and in the name of “na-
tion” crushes the living, breath-
ing reality of a nation (its peo-
ples and their cultures) with one
law, one culture and one “offi-
cial” history.

Anarchism and
National Liberation

This does not mean. however,
that anarchists are indifferent
to national liberation struggles.
Far from it. In the words of
Bakunin, “Ifeel myselfalways

the patriot of all oppressed fatherlands...
Nationality... is a historic, localfact which,
like all real and harmlessfacts, has the right
to claim general acceptance. Every peo-
ple, like every person, is involuntarily that
which it is and therefore has a right to be
itself... Nationality is not a principle; it is a
legitimatefact,justas individuality ts. Every
nationality, great or small has the incontest-
able right to be itself, to live according to its
own nature. This right is simply the corol-
lary of the general principal offreedom"
[3]-
Unlike most nationalists, anarchists recog-
nise that almost all “nations” are in fact not
homogeneous and so consider nationality to
be far wider in application than just lines on
maps, created by conquest. With this in
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mind, anarchists think that recreating the
centralised state in a slightly smaller area
cannot solve what is called the “national
question”. Further more. as intemational-
ists, we hold that we “shouldplace human,
universal justice above all national inter-
ests. And we should once and for all time

about national freedom we have to take into
accomrt the people who inhabit the nation.
How wealth rs disrupted will have an impact
on society and the distribution of freedom
within it. As Noam Chomsky indicates, “in
a perfectly functioning capitalist democ-
racy... freedom will be in effect a kind of

commodity... a
 P"’*“’" Wmhaveasmucho

It is freedom,
however, that the

movie raises
important questions

about
abandon the false principle of nationality,
invented of late by the despots of France.
Russia andPrussiafor the purpose ofcrush-
ing the sovereign principle of liberty" [4].
Therefore it goes without saying that na-
tional “liberation” movements that take on
notions of racial, cultural or ethnic “superi-
ority” or “purity” or believe that cultural
differences are somehow “rooted” in biol-
ogy get no support from anarchists.

Nationality is a product of social processes.
Social evolution cannot be squeezed into the
narrow, restrictingborders ofthe nation state.
As Bakunin noted, with respect to the Polish
struggle for national liberation last century,
anarchists, as “adversaries ofevery State,...
reject the rights and frontiers called his-
toric. For us Poland only begins, only truly
exists there where the labouring masses are
and want to be Polish, it ends where, re-
nouncing all particular links with Poland,
the masses wish to establish other national
links" [5].

Nationality, like any right, results from so-
cial life and is only to be concerned with
itself when the right is denied. With this in
mind, we must discuss an anarchist approach
to the “national question” in Scotland, and
by implication, elsewhere on our beautiful
planet.

The “Braveheart” Problem
We will not bother to prove that Scotland,
like Wales and Ireland, is a colony of the
English Empire and a separate country. For
most thinking Scots, it does not need to be
argued, our rights to self-determination are
denied. We will move on to the real core of
the problem, what does independence actu-
ally mean today and what should the re-
sponse of anarchists be to struggles for na-
tional liberation.

When addressing the implications of inde-
pendence, we must start from the obvious
fact that any country has class and hierarchi-
cal divisions within it. Scotland is no excep-
tion, with 7% of the population owning 84%
of the wealth. Obviously, if we are talking

f
it as he [or she]
can buy" [6].

Would a capi-
talist Scotland
be fundamen-
tally different
formostpeople,
who would still
be powerless
economically

1 and socially‘?
Looking round
the world at all

the many nation-states in existence, we see
the same differences inpower, influence and
wealth restricting self-determination for
working class people, even if they are free
“nationally”.

These vast differences in power and free-
dom are just as true on the intemational level
as it is within a country. Commenting on
Clinton"s plans for the devolution ofwelfare
programmes from Federal to State govem-
ment in America. Chomsky makes the im-
portantpoint thatwhile “underconditions of
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relative equality, this could be a move to-
wards democracy. Under existing circum-
stances. devolution is intended as a further
blow to the eroding democratic processes.
Major corporations. investment firms. and
the like, can constrain or directly control the
acts of national governments and can set
one national workforce against another. But
the game is much easier when the only
competing player that might remotely be
influenced by the “great beast” is a state
government, and even middle-sized enter-
prise» can join in. The shadow cast by busi-
ness [over society andpolitics] can thus be
darker, and private power can move on to
greater victories in the name offreedom”
[7]-
The power of global capital has increased
massively over the last 30 years, something
which must be taken into account when
discussing the social impacts of self-deter-
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mination for Scots within a world capitalist
ffamework (these important points are dis-
cussed in greater detarl in issue 2 of Scottish
Anarchist).

The distribution of wealth. and so power,
within a country has important implications
for any national liberation struggle.
Braveheart does make it clear that when
push came to shove, most of the Scottish
Nobles sided with their class brothers on the
English side. In the 1707 Act of Union, the
Scottish Parliament happily united Parlia-
ments in order to get better access to the
EnglishEmpire and new markets and wealth.
The interests of the ruling classes then were
a-national. not much has really changed.

National liberation struggles usually comr-
terpoise the corrmron interests of the nation
and assume that class is in-elevant. It is what
we will term the “Braveheart problem”,
namely thatnationalistmovements are cross-
class movements, seeking to increase au-
tonomy for certain parts of society but not
for others.

This does not mean, however, that anar-
chists are indifferentto imperialism, whereby
one nation imposes its will on another. As
Murray Bookchin notes, “no left libertar-
ian... can oppose the right of a subjugated
people to establish itself as an autonomous
entity - be it in a [libertarian] confedera-
tion... or as a nation-state based in hierar-
chical and class inequities” [8]. But saying
this, we do not elevate this into a mindless
article of faith, which much of the Leninist
influenced left has done this century, and
elevate opposition to the oppressor into call-
ing for support for the oppressed nation
without first inquiring into “what kind of
society a given ‘national liberation’ move-
ment would likelyproduce" . To do so means
to "support national liberation strugglesfor
instrumentalpurposes. merely as a means of
‘weakening’ imperialism”, which leads to
“a condition of moral bankruptcy” [9] as
socialist ideas become associated with the
authoritarian and statist goals of the “anti-
rrnperialist” dictatorships in “liberated” na-
tions [10].

The “Braveheart problem”, as Kropotkin
noted in 1897, is the "failure ofall national-
ist movements... [which] lies in this curse of
all national movements - that the economic
question... remains on the side". For
Kropotkin, socialists living in a country with
a national movement have “a major task: to
setforth the question (ofnationalism) on an
economic basis and carry out agitation
against [economic andsocial] serfdom. etc.,
at one with the struggle against (oppression
by) foreign nationality” [11]. We will now
contrast the anarchist approach to national
liberation struggles with that of Leninism,
the approach most commonly used this cen-
tury.
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The Hands Off Our water campaimr held a conference in Glasgow
on 16th September to launch its next phase ofaction. This campaign
is committed to the opposition ofthe removal ofwater and sewerage
from public control by all means necessary.*   

A new HOW committee was elected and among its members is an
anarchist from the Glasgow Anarchist group and the Solidarity
Centre. Although as anarchists we are not in favour of committees
and formal structures as they exist at the moment, it is essential that
Anarchists are involved with this type of campaigr.

It is important to remember that although these unelected quangos
have no powers to disconnect water supplies for non-payment, the
new unitary authorities WILL be doing their dirty work for them by
issuing the waterbills with othercouncil bills. Another effect of this
water privatisation will be that all the land around reservoirs and
lochs used for water supply will cease to be public land and will be
owned by the three quangos.

Since water privatisation in England and Wales, charges have
increased drastically and the number of water disconnections in-
creased by 170% between 1991 and 1993. The number of cases of
d sentery has rose from 2756 cases in 1990 to 16960 in 1992 (The
(guardian, 20th December, 1993).
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Direct Action Gets Goods
NOT ONE REDUNDANCY! 0

 “All For One and One For All”
Members of the Stevenson College job branch of the Industrial
Workers of the World (IWW) Education Workers Union 620
recently scored a partial victory against college management and
despite the do nothing approach of the “official” unions.  

Most of the further education colleges in ' Edinburgh are to lose
between 2 and 4.8 per cent of funding following an announcement
by the Scottish Office, the Government Departnrent which funds
them. Stevenson College is due to lose 30 jobs in the academic year
1995-6 and two other colleges a ft.u'ther 40 each. “The cuts are to be
across the board, apartform senior management...” (Edinburgh
Evening News 5 May 1995).

It appeared that the official unions were to lie down and accept the
“hopeless” position of thejsscollege and merely negotiate away
people’s jobs. The small branch would not accept this and
adopted a different approach.  A leaflet NOT ONE REDUN-
DANCY! “All for one and one for all” was issued. It said:

There are many things which can be done. For example:

1) Do absolutely nothing and while people you know are ‘taken out’
and deprived of their livelihood.
2) Be concerned, talk about it, pass supportive motions at meetings
and then and then do absolutely nothing.
3) Take industrial action

The leaflet asked employees of the college to signa petition, not an
ordinary begging letter but a pledge P a pledge to take strike action
should any employee be made redundant. Within a few days some
50 college employees had signedthepledge, headed ofcourseby the
seven IWW members. All types of worker sigred, lecturers, office
staff, janitors, permanent employees and temporary employees.
Once the magic nrunber had signed the petitions were placed on
noticeboards around the college for all to see including manage-
ment.
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To stop the same thing happening here, the HOW campaign is
advocating mass non-payment of water bills as paying them would
be an acceptance of these Tory appointed boards. HOW has been
to the water board meetings and plans to invade Council meetings
to state opposition to this privatisation.

There willbe a Scottish demo on 30th March 1996 and local groups
are setting up all over the country. For more information on the
HOW campaign and how YOU can get involved contact :-

HOW CAMPAIGN, c/o 71 London Road, Glasgow.

, - _ . ,._ . . -I . -
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The process of gathering the signatures was not without incident.
The son of a leading member of the trotskyist Socialist Workers
Party works at the college and refused to sign the petition. as did two
other members of this supposedly revolutionary party. The excuse
used to defend
theirnot signing
was that the  
IWW was pur-
suing an “indi-
vidualist” cause
which was
doomed to fail- §
ure.Theyfurther §
argued that
members of the g
IWW should =
join the “offi-  
cial” unions and r  
campaign for
lawful (sic) in-
dustrial action.
(i.e. clearing the
action with the
unions and the
employers, giving them seven days notice). S
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This was exactly the type ofaction which the rmions had vetoed over
pay in  1994 which led to a collapse in union membership.

Last laugh was with the IWW. No sooner had college management
seen thepetitions and taken in the consequences of 10 per cent of the
workforce being willing to take illegal action then they quickly
contacted the official unions and miraculously found that there was
no need to make any compulsory redundancies.

A victory which certainly raised the profile of the union in the
college...

This article appears in the September 1995 issue, of the In;rlust1'ial
Worker, the monthly newspaper of the Industrial Workers ofthe
World. Copies are available from AK Distribution, 22 Lurion Place,
Edinburgh.
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mind, anarchists think that recreating the
centralised state in a slightly smaller area
cannot solve what is called the “national
question”. Further more. as intemational-
ists, we hold that we “shouldplace human,
universal justice above all national inter-
ests. And we should once and for all time

about national freedom we have to take into
accomrt the people who inhabit the nation.
How wealth rs disrupted will have an impact
on society and the distribution of freedom
within it. As Noam Chomsky indicates, “in
a perfectly functioning capitalist democ-
racy... freedom will be in effect a kind of

commodity... a
 P"’*“’" Wmhaveasmucho

It is freedom,
however, that the

movie raises
important questions

about
abandon the false principle of nationality,
invented of late by the despots of France.
Russia andPrussiafor the purpose ofcrush-
ing the sovereign principle of liberty" [4].
Therefore it goes without saying that na-
tional “liberation” movements that take on
notions of racial, cultural or ethnic “superi-
ority” or “purity” or believe that cultural
differences are somehow “rooted” in biol-
ogy get no support from anarchists.

Nationality is a product of social processes.
Social evolution cannot be squeezed into the
narrow, restrictingborders ofthe nation state.
As Bakunin noted, with respect to the Polish
struggle for national liberation last century,
anarchists, as “adversaries ofevery State,...
reject the rights and frontiers called his-
toric. For us Poland only begins, only truly
exists there where the labouring masses are
and want to be Polish, it ends where, re-
nouncing all particular links with Poland,
the masses wish to establish other national
links" [5].

Nationality, like any right, results from so-
cial life and is only to be concerned with
itself when the right is denied. With this in
mind, we must discuss an anarchist approach
to the “national question” in Scotland, and
by implication, elsewhere on our beautiful
planet.

The “Braveheart” Problem
We will not bother to prove that Scotland,
like Wales and Ireland, is a colony of the
English Empire and a separate country. For
most thinking Scots, it does not need to be
argued, our rights to self-determination are
denied. We will move on to the real core of
the problem, what does independence actu-
ally mean today and what should the re-
sponse of anarchists be to struggles for na-
tional liberation.

When addressing the implications of inde-
pendence, we must start from the obvious
fact that any country has class and hierarchi-
cal divisions within it. Scotland is no excep-
tion, with 7% of the population owning 84%
of the wealth. Obviously, if we are talking

f
it as he [or she]
can buy" [6].

Would a capi-
talist Scotland
be fundamen-
tally different
formostpeople,
who would still
be powerless
economically

1 and socially‘?
Looking round
the world at all

the many nation-states in existence, we see
the same differences inpower, influence and
wealth restricting self-determination for
working class people, even if they are free
“nationally”.

These vast differences in power and free-
dom are just as true on the intemational level
as it is within a country. Commenting on
Clinton"s plans for the devolution ofwelfare
programmes from Federal to State govem-
ment in America. Chomsky makes the im-
portantpoint thatwhile “underconditions of
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relative equality, this could be a move to-
wards democracy. Under existing circum-
stances. devolution is intended as a further
blow to the eroding democratic processes.
Major corporations. investment firms. and
the like, can constrain or directly control the
acts of national governments and can set
one national workforce against another. But
the game is much easier when the only
competing player that might remotely be
influenced by the “great beast” is a state
government, and even middle-sized enter-
prise» can join in. The shadow cast by busi-
ness [over society andpolitics] can thus be
darker, and private power can move on to
greater victories in the name offreedom”
[7]-
The power of global capital has increased
massively over the last 30 years, something
which must be taken into account when
discussing the social impacts of self-deter-
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mination for Scots within a world capitalist
ffamework (these important points are dis-
cussed in greater detarl in issue 2 of Scottish
Anarchist).

The distribution of wealth. and so power,
within a country has important implications
for any national liberation struggle.
Braveheart does make it clear that when
push came to shove, most of the Scottish
Nobles sided with their class brothers on the
English side. In the 1707 Act of Union, the
Scottish Parliament happily united Parlia-
ments in order to get better access to the
EnglishEmpire and new markets and wealth.
The interests of the ruling classes then were
a-national. not much has really changed.

National liberation struggles usually comr-
terpoise the corrmron interests of the nation
and assume that class is in-elevant. It is what
we will term the “Braveheart problem”,
namely thatnationalistmovements are cross-
class movements, seeking to increase au-
tonomy for certain parts of society but not
for others.

This does not mean, however, that anar-
chists are indifferentto imperialism, whereby
one nation imposes its will on another. As
Murray Bookchin notes, “no left libertar-
ian... can oppose the right of a subjugated
people to establish itself as an autonomous
entity - be it in a [libertarian] confedera-
tion... or as a nation-state based in hierar-
chical and class inequities” [8]. But saying
this, we do not elevate this into a mindless
article of faith, which much of the Leninist
influenced left has done this century, and
elevate opposition to the oppressor into call-
ing for support for the oppressed nation
without first inquiring into “what kind of
society a given ‘national liberation’ move-
ment would likelyproduce" . To do so means
to "support national liberation strugglesfor
instrumentalpurposes. merely as a means of
‘weakening’ imperialism”, which leads to
“a condition of moral bankruptcy” [9] as
socialist ideas become associated with the
authoritarian and statist goals of the “anti-
rrnperialist” dictatorships in “liberated” na-
tions [10].

The “Braveheart problem”, as Kropotkin
noted in 1897, is the "failure ofall national-
ist movements... [which] lies in this curse of
all national movements - that the economic
question... remains on the side". For
Kropotkin, socialists living in a country with
a national movement have “a major task: to
setforth the question (ofnationalism) on an
economic basis and carry out agitation
against [economic andsocial] serfdom. etc.,
at one with the struggle against (oppression
by) foreign nationality” [11]. We will now
contrast the anarchist approach to national
liberation struggles with that of Leninism,
the approach most commonly used this cen-
tury.
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The Hands Off Our water campaimr held a conference in Glasgow
on 16th September to launch its next phase ofaction. This campaign
is committed to the opposition ofthe removal ofwater and sewerage
from public control by all means necessary.*   

A new HOW committee was elected and among its members is an
anarchist from the Glasgow Anarchist group and the Solidarity
Centre. Although as anarchists we are not in favour of committees
and formal structures as they exist at the moment, it is essential that
Anarchists are involved with this type of campaigr.

It is important to remember that although these unelected quangos
have no powers to disconnect water supplies for non-payment, the
new unitary authorities WILL be doing their dirty work for them by
issuing the waterbills with othercouncil bills. Another effect of this
water privatisation will be that all the land around reservoirs and
lochs used for water supply will cease to be public land and will be
owned by the three quangos.

Since water privatisation in England and Wales, charges have
increased drastically and the number of water disconnections in-
creased by 170% between 1991 and 1993. The number of cases of
d sentery has rose from 2756 cases in 1990 to 16960 in 1992 (The
(guardian, 20th December, 1993).
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Direct Action Gets Goods
NOT ONE REDUNDANCY! 0

 “All For One and One For All”
Members of the Stevenson College job branch of the Industrial
Workers of the World (IWW) Education Workers Union 620
recently scored a partial victory against college management and
despite the do nothing approach of the “official” unions.  

Most of the further education colleges in ' Edinburgh are to lose
between 2 and 4.8 per cent of funding following an announcement
by the Scottish Office, the Government Departnrent which funds
them. Stevenson College is due to lose 30 jobs in the academic year
1995-6 and two other colleges a ft.u'ther 40 each. “The cuts are to be
across the board, apartform senior management...” (Edinburgh
Evening News 5 May 1995).

It appeared that the official unions were to lie down and accept the
“hopeless” position of thejsscollege and merely negotiate away
people’s jobs. The small branch would not accept this and
adopted a different approach.  A leaflet NOT ONE REDUN-
DANCY! “All for one and one for all” was issued. It said:

There are many things which can be done. For example:

1) Do absolutely nothing and while people you know are ‘taken out’
and deprived of their livelihood.
2) Be concerned, talk about it, pass supportive motions at meetings
and then and then do absolutely nothing.
3) Take industrial action

The leaflet asked employees of the college to signa petition, not an
ordinary begging letter but a pledge P a pledge to take strike action
should any employee be made redundant. Within a few days some
50 college employees had signedthepledge, headed ofcourseby the
seven IWW members. All types of worker sigred, lecturers, office
staff, janitors, permanent employees and temporary employees.
Once the magic nrunber had signed the petitions were placed on
noticeboards around the college for all to see including manage-
ment.
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To stop the same thing happening here, the HOW campaign is
advocating mass non-payment of water bills as paying them would
be an acceptance of these Tory appointed boards. HOW has been
to the water board meetings and plans to invade Council meetings
to state opposition to this privatisation.

There willbe a Scottish demo on 30th March 1996 and local groups
are setting up all over the country. For more information on the
HOW campaign and how YOU can get involved contact :-

HOW CAMPAIGN, c/o 71 London Road, Glasgow.
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The process of gathering the signatures was not without incident.
The son of a leading member of the trotskyist Socialist Workers
Party works at the college and refused to sign the petition. as did two
other members of this supposedly revolutionary party. The excuse
used to defend
theirnot signing
was that the  
IWW was pur-
suing an “indi-
vidualist” cause
which was
doomed to fail- §
ure.Theyfurther §
argued that
members of the g
IWW should =
join the “offi-  
cial” unions and r  
campaign for
lawful (sic) in-
dustrial action.
(i.e. clearing the
action with the
unions and the
employers, giving them seven days notice). S
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This was exactly the type ofaction which the rmions had vetoed over
pay in  1994 which led to a collapse in union membership.

Last laugh was with the IWW. No sooner had college management
seen thepetitions and taken in the consequences of 10 per cent of the
workforce being willing to take illegal action then they quickly
contacted the official unions and miraculously found that there was
no need to make any compulsory redundancies.

A victory which certainly raised the profile of the union in the
college...

This article appears in the September 1995 issue, of the In;rlust1'ial
Worker, the monthly newspaper of the Industrial Workers ofthe
World. Copies are available from AK Distribution, 22 Lurion Place,
Edinburgh.
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G1  A r h'st Black Cross - __ ,___asgow na c 1   
The Next Generation  

Over the summer, Glasgow anarchists took part in a successful
international campaign for Mumia Abu-Jamal. Murnia is a black
American activist framed by the cops and placed on death row. The
campaign resulted in his execution being delayed. As a result of this
activity, a new Anarchist Black Cross (ABC) group has been set up
in the Solidarity Centre in Glasgow. For those who don’t know, the
ABC is an international network of autonomous anarchist prisoner
support nouns.    
The ABC stands for practical solidarity with class struggle prison-
ers. We support anarchists, revolutionaries and other working class
people who have been incarcerated for their resistance to the
oppressions of the capitalist state and its functionaries. We also
support people in prison for trying to survive and those framedby the
police. We support and publicise the work of prisoners who are
resisting on the inside. _

We workthrough letters, visits, material aid (where possible) as well
gas demonstrations and spreading information about prisoners, the
reality of prison life and the class system which created them.

The ABC tries to create links in and out ofprisons. Ultimately we are
'-'.. - ' I -. -. . ., .-

THIS COULD BE A.C.E
The Autonomous Centre iof Edinburgh (ACE) is negotiating with
the owners of I01 Lauriston Place, the finer details of a proposed
lease. If ACEmanages to secure the premises for itself, we could
witness a revival or many of the activities that made the 103
Byroughton Street.C,entre) what it was - arguably the epicentre of the
imminent Scottish Anarchist revolutionll j

,r
. . 1\

Hopefully, the collective will swell in numbers as practical outlets
and inlets for subversive/unusual/angry/optimistic/politica1/non-
sensical/whatever ideas are created. ‘

if you are interested in this project, contact ACE at the address
below, or come to the weekly meetings held in the basement of the
EAT OUT cafe on Broughton Street every Tuesday at 6.30pm.

. .n

Wehopethenew centre will be able toprovide a cheapcafe, practice
rooms, workshops, office space, alongside the ever important
advice contact for Poll Tax, council ‘debt’ collecting threats, grass
roots resistance to political injustice, claimants rights etc.. Obvi-
ously the project also needs funding, so ifyou can spare any cash or
tcouldisorganise abenefit this would be much appreciated

A.C.E, c/o Peace and Justice Centre, St. Johns, Prince’s St,
Edinburgh, EH2, (0131) 332 7547. .

Anarchism in Dundee
Anarchists in Dundee have recently been involved in industrial
struggle, the fight against the Criminal Justice Act, anti-motorway
protests, prisoners’ support, and the campaign against cuts. And
that was when there was just two of them ll A fifty percent increase

A in numbers in October is expected to lead to the formation of a
Dundee Anarchist Group, and the holding of regular discussion
meetings on lots of different topics. If you live in the Dtmdee area
and might be interested in taking part in these, contact the Scottish
Federation of Anarchists.
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working towards the crea-
tion of a revolutionary,
workingclassbasedmove-
ment thatwill destroypris- _ ._
ons along with the rest of
the capitalist system. We .
believe that through peo- 1
ple working together, j
without exploitation or
bosses, a genuine class-
less society can be built.

The Glasgow ABC group
would welcome more in-
volvement from anyone
interested in this kind of
work.

For more information,
please contact the Solidar-
ity Centre, 0141 226
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This summer, the Glasgow Anarchist Group and the Solidar-
ity Centre organised three anti-CJA festivals in Kelvingrove
Park and Queen’s Park. It was suggested thatan indoor social
club over the winter months would capitalise‘ on Athe
goodwill and interest that has been generated.Thus the Black
and Red club was born. 0  p A
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The plan is to have different events at the club, for example clubs,
discos, cabaret, quizzes, fun nights, theme parties, together with
information stalls to publicise whats going on at the Centre and the
anarchist goup. Also we plan to devote some evenings to raising
awareness about specific issues, such as prisoner support, anti-roads
campaigns, local community campaign strikes and so forth.

We feel that its important for us to seize this opportunity to establish
some kind of club in Glasgow. We know that anarchists in the city
are crying out for a place to go regularly where they can socialise
with like minded people. So, if you are interested, check it out. For
details, contact the Solidarity Centre (0141 226 5066).  1
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The McLibel Trial, began when the “$26 bil-
lion a year McDonald’s Corporation served
libel writs on two unwaged supporters
London Greenpeace, who had been handing
out leaflets informing the public of thetrue
nature of McDonald’s. The trial began on
28th June 1994 with the two, Helen Steel and
Dave Morris, conducting their own defence
and is now the longest running libel trial in
British legal history.
Rumours ofMcDonald’s wanting to pull out of the trial
appeared on the front page ofThe Independent on 5th
June but the defendants are currently unable to confirm
this or divulge details of any settlement proposals by
McDonald’s. It is easy to see why it’s in McDonald’s
interests to seek to pull out ofthis case, as it has tumed
out that their business practices are on trial. Their top
US and UK executives have continually been forced to
make embarrassing admissions (see Scottish Anar-
chist No. 2 for the choicest quotes) and at a recent
McDonald’s Shareholders’ Meeting it was said that
“wherheri or-not we win rlrtsc,ase, we are still getting
raked over the coals -in lhg;_#..medid'_"_' . ty y 7 7
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Themost recent weeks ofthéicase have concentrated on
McDona1d’sernploymentpractices and once again, top
Mcfikecs are,,beh1gmade.to;,l,ooklike clowns. Giving
evidence was “Sid Nichol,s;tin; McDonald’s UK;-Vice
President, former Head “Personnel and Head of
Security who received his ‘excellent people manage-
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What’s wrong with Mcbonaldst
McDonalds contribute greatly to the continuing destruction o 7
tropical rainforests. Every minute 100 acres of ralnforest is
destroyed by various companies in total. t
McDonalds enhance Third World poverty by owning land

. formerly used by the indigenous population and buying food from  

3
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starving countries. p
McDonalds exploits its workers. They prevent unionisation and _

r pay minimum wages. ‘ j
The ‘food’ is unhealthy. High in fat, sugar, salt and animal
products which can cause heart disease. e L j a p t

mentskills as a Chief Superintendent in the Metropoli-
s tan Police, following 31 years inthepolice force, firstly   ~

in South Africa, and then in the Met. t

Nicholson has agreed that for workers agm 21 or over the company
“couldn’ t actually pay any lower wages withoutfalling foul of the
law”. He also admitted that in 1993 McDona1d’s senior manage-
ment levels had salaries over £75,000 p.a. plus benefits and perks.
At that time the starting rate for crew members outside London was
£3 per hour for over 18’s and £2.65 per hour for 16 & 17 year olds.

Other facts to emerge as a result of his evidence include:

* Managers have the power to compulsorily cut or extend any
worker’s hours during a given shift. Even breaks could be cut.
Though in any event, workers are not paid for meal breaks.

* McDonald’s has never paid overtime rates, despite the Wages
Council setting overtime rates for all hours worked over 39 hours in
a week.

* McDonald’s would fight any Industrial Tribunal where “an
importantprinciple was being challenged” but when an ex-worker 5
had challenged McDonald’s refusal to pay overtime, ,McDonald’s
settled out of court.   . A

1-
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* Workers failing to have the right attitude “could probably be
terminated" . In March 1990 annualised workforce nnnover at
McDona1d’s was 196.5%.  

* Despite working in a fast moving and hot environment, workers
had to get permission to have a drink.

* Mr Nicholson cou1dn’t, when asked, think of a single right that
workers had except where there was statutory protection. ~  
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Mr Nicholson though claimed the company was not anti-union and
all staff had a right to join one. However, he said that the company
was “very, very much in support ofperformance relatedpay. Those
who work well are paid well.” Arbeit macht frei springs to mind.
Under questioning he admitted that any McDona1d’s workers inter-
ested in union membership “would y not be allowed to collect
subscriptions... put up notices... pass alt: any leaflets... to organise
ameetingforsrafl’to discuss conditions at the storeon thepremises . ..
or to inform the union about conditions inside the stores" (which
would be deemed ‘Gross Misconduct’ and as such a ‘summary
sackable offence’).

Mr Nicholson appeared confused as to the what the company would
do ifamajority ofworkers demandedunionrecofirst stating
“Ifa majority of the stafiofa restaurant had an election and voted
to be represented by a trade union, then they would be represented
by a trade union" but later agreed that “ifevery single member-. of
crew in aparticular restaurantjoineda union [McDonald’ s] would
stillnot negotiate with the union”.

Not only are McDonald’s digging themselves deeper and deeper
into a hole during this court case - their heavy handed attitude has
made the case and the corporation a focus forwiderresistance. Over
a million of the leafletswhich were the original subject of the case
have been handed out since the trial began and it seems that where
ever in the world Ronald tries to raise his head, protesters are there.
Last April McDonald’s abandoned public celebrations for the 40th
anniversary of their first store opening, due to protests in over 20
countries.  t t

More recently, when McDonald’s tried to shoot an advert on
location in SouthLondon, Ronald’s cheesy grinfaded when protest-
ers appeared behind him with a banner reading “McDonald’s -
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G1  A r h'st Black Cross - __ ,___asgow na c 1   
The Next Generation  

Over the summer, Glasgow anarchists took part in a successful
international campaign for Mumia Abu-Jamal. Murnia is a black
American activist framed by the cops and placed on death row. The
campaign resulted in his execution being delayed. As a result of this
activity, a new Anarchist Black Cross (ABC) group has been set up
in the Solidarity Centre in Glasgow. For those who don’t know, the
ABC is an international network of autonomous anarchist prisoner
support nouns.    
The ABC stands for practical solidarity with class struggle prison-
ers. We support anarchists, revolutionaries and other working class
people who have been incarcerated for their resistance to the
oppressions of the capitalist state and its functionaries. We also
support people in prison for trying to survive and those framedby the
police. We support and publicise the work of prisoners who are
resisting on the inside. _

We workthrough letters, visits, material aid (where possible) as well
gas demonstrations and spreading information about prisoners, the
reality of prison life and the class system which created them.

The ABC tries to create links in and out ofprisons. Ultimately we are
'-'.. - ' I -. -. . ., .-

THIS COULD BE A.C.E
The Autonomous Centre iof Edinburgh (ACE) is negotiating with
the owners of I01 Lauriston Place, the finer details of a proposed
lease. If ACEmanages to secure the premises for itself, we could
witness a revival or many of the activities that made the 103
Byroughton Street.C,entre) what it was - arguably the epicentre of the
imminent Scottish Anarchist revolutionll j

,r
. . 1\

Hopefully, the collective will swell in numbers as practical outlets
and inlets for subversive/unusual/angry/optimistic/politica1/non-
sensical/whatever ideas are created. ‘

if you are interested in this project, contact ACE at the address
below, or come to the weekly meetings held in the basement of the
EAT OUT cafe on Broughton Street every Tuesday at 6.30pm.

. .n

Wehopethenew centre will be able toprovide a cheapcafe, practice
rooms, workshops, office space, alongside the ever important
advice contact for Poll Tax, council ‘debt’ collecting threats, grass
roots resistance to political injustice, claimants rights etc.. Obvi-
ously the project also needs funding, so ifyou can spare any cash or
tcouldisorganise abenefit this would be much appreciated

A.C.E, c/o Peace and Justice Centre, St. Johns, Prince’s St,
Edinburgh, EH2, (0131) 332 7547. .

Anarchism in Dundee
Anarchists in Dundee have recently been involved in industrial
struggle, the fight against the Criminal Justice Act, anti-motorway
protests, prisoners’ support, and the campaign against cuts. And
that was when there was just two of them ll A fifty percent increase

A in numbers in October is expected to lead to the formation of a
Dundee Anarchist Group, and the holding of regular discussion
meetings on lots of different topics. If you live in the Dtmdee area
and might be interested in taking part in these, contact the Scottish
Federation of Anarchists.
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without exploitation or
bosses, a genuine class-
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The Glasgow ABC group
would welcome more in-
volvement from anyone
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This summer, the Glasgow Anarchist Group and the Solidar-
ity Centre organised three anti-CJA festivals in Kelvingrove
Park and Queen’s Park. It was suggested thatan indoor social
club over the winter months would capitalise‘ on Athe
goodwill and interest that has been generated.Thus the Black
and Red club was born. 0  p A
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The plan is to have different events at the club, for example clubs,
discos, cabaret, quizzes, fun nights, theme parties, together with
information stalls to publicise whats going on at the Centre and the
anarchist goup. Also we plan to devote some evenings to raising
awareness about specific issues, such as prisoner support, anti-roads
campaigns, local community campaign strikes and so forth.

We feel that its important for us to seize this opportunity to establish
some kind of club in Glasgow. We know that anarchists in the city
are crying out for a place to go regularly where they can socialise
with like minded people. So, if you are interested, check it out. For
details, contact the Solidarity Centre (0141 226 5066).  1
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The McLibel Trial, began when the “$26 bil-
lion a year McDonald’s Corporation served
libel writs on two unwaged supporters
London Greenpeace, who had been handing
out leaflets informing the public of thetrue
nature of McDonald’s. The trial began on
28th June 1994 with the two, Helen Steel and
Dave Morris, conducting their own defence
and is now the longest running libel trial in
British legal history.
Rumours ofMcDonald’s wanting to pull out of the trial
appeared on the front page ofThe Independent on 5th
June but the defendants are currently unable to confirm
this or divulge details of any settlement proposals by
McDonald’s. It is easy to see why it’s in McDonald’s
interests to seek to pull out ofthis case, as it has tumed
out that their business practices are on trial. Their top
US and UK executives have continually been forced to
make embarrassing admissions (see Scottish Anar-
chist No. 2 for the choicest quotes) and at a recent
McDonald’s Shareholders’ Meeting it was said that
“wherheri or-not we win rlrtsc,ase, we are still getting
raked over the coals -in lhg;_#..medid'_"_' . ty y 7 7
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Themost recent weeks ofthéicase have concentrated on
McDona1d’sernploymentpractices and once again, top
Mcfikecs are,,beh1gmade.to;,l,ooklike clowns. Giving
evidence was “Sid Nichol,s;tin; McDonald’s UK;-Vice
President, former Head “Personnel and Head of
Security who received his ‘excellent people manage-
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What’s wrong with Mcbonaldst
McDonalds contribute greatly to the continuing destruction o 7
tropical rainforests. Every minute 100 acres of ralnforest is
destroyed by various companies in total. t
McDonalds enhance Third World poverty by owning land

. formerly used by the indigenous population and buying food from  
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starving countries. p
McDonalds exploits its workers. They prevent unionisation and _

r pay minimum wages. ‘ j
The ‘food’ is unhealthy. High in fat, sugar, salt and animal
products which can cause heart disease. e L j a p t

mentskills as a Chief Superintendent in the Metropoli-
s tan Police, following 31 years inthepolice force, firstly   ~

in South Africa, and then in the Met. t

Nicholson has agreed that for workers agm 21 or over the company
“couldn’ t actually pay any lower wages withoutfalling foul of the
law”. He also admitted that in 1993 McDona1d’s senior manage-
ment levels had salaries over £75,000 p.a. plus benefits and perks.
At that time the starting rate for crew members outside London was
£3 per hour for over 18’s and £2.65 per hour for 16 & 17 year olds.

Other facts to emerge as a result of his evidence include:

* Managers have the power to compulsorily cut or extend any
worker’s hours during a given shift. Even breaks could be cut.
Though in any event, workers are not paid for meal breaks.

* McDonald’s has never paid overtime rates, despite the Wages
Council setting overtime rates for all hours worked over 39 hours in
a week.

* McDonald’s would fight any Industrial Tribunal where “an
importantprinciple was being challenged” but when an ex-worker 5
had challenged McDonald’s refusal to pay overtime, ,McDonald’s
settled out of court.   . A
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* Workers failing to have the right attitude “could probably be
terminated" . In March 1990 annualised workforce nnnover at
McDona1d’s was 196.5%.  

* Despite working in a fast moving and hot environment, workers
had to get permission to have a drink.

* Mr Nicholson cou1dn’t, when asked, think of a single right that
workers had except where there was statutory protection. ~  
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Mr Nicholson though claimed the company was not anti-union and
all staff had a right to join one. However, he said that the company
was “very, very much in support ofperformance relatedpay. Those
who work well are paid well.” Arbeit macht frei springs to mind.
Under questioning he admitted that any McDona1d’s workers inter-
ested in union membership “would y not be allowed to collect
subscriptions... put up notices... pass alt: any leaflets... to organise
ameetingforsrafl’to discuss conditions at the storeon thepremises . ..
or to inform the union about conditions inside the stores" (which
would be deemed ‘Gross Misconduct’ and as such a ‘summary
sackable offence’).

Mr Nicholson appeared confused as to the what the company would
do ifamajority ofworkers demandedunionrecofirst stating
“Ifa majority of the stafiofa restaurant had an election and voted
to be represented by a trade union, then they would be represented
by a trade union" but later agreed that “ifevery single member-. of
crew in aparticular restaurantjoineda union [McDonald’ s] would
stillnot negotiate with the union”.

Not only are McDonald’s digging themselves deeper and deeper
into a hole during this court case - their heavy handed attitude has
made the case and the corporation a focus forwiderresistance. Over
a million of the leafletswhich were the original subject of the case
have been handed out since the trial began and it seems that where
ever in the world Ronald tries to raise his head, protesters are there.
Last April McDonald’s abandoned public celebrations for the 40th
anniversary of their first store opening, due to protests in over 20
countries.  t t

More recently, when McDonald’s tried to shoot an advert on
location in SouthLondon, Ronald’s cheesy grinfaded when protest-
ers appeared behind him with a banner reading “McDonald’s -
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guiltyofexploiting workers, destroying the environment, murdering
animals”. The production company’s plans offilming the clown by
the pond and the bandstand (painted specially for the purpose) were
completely frustrated all day, at an estimated cost of £100,000.

Let’s hope that other massive corporations who make money for a
few out of the misery of many are taking heed of the thrashing that
McDonald’s is ciurently receiving in court, in the media an via the
protests of millions around the globe who are determined to show
solidarity with Helen and Dave. They should realise that if they

make the mistake of seeing themselves as some sort of Goliath and
the defendants as David, they’ll soon learn that David is brave,
ciuining and he’s got loads of mates.

.'r ,

Further information and updates are available World Wide Web
site: http://anthfrst.san.ed.ac.uk/ S S

The court_is open tomembers ofthe press and public, most days from
10.30am in Court 35, Royal Courts of Justice, Strand, -  
London WC2. Ring 0171 713 1269 for details.  

Returning solidarity to Tuzla miners
ANTI-FASCIST AID TO BOSNIA is an anarchist initiative arising
out of a hair-raising but uplifting journey to North-East Bosnia .
They are determined to create links directly with those engaged in
a daily struggle with the fascist Chetnik serbian forces, the Police
and other authorities in the rump Bosnian state, and amongst those
who distrust the motives of the U.N. and aid agencies and who are
aware of the motives of the Croatian State and of it’s fascist
counterparts in Herzeg-Bosnia.

Dean of AK Press in London acted as a driver in the second
(August 1995) “Workers Aid” mission to Tuzla, in north-east
Bosnia, whose citizens had sent solidarity
aid to the Miners Strike in 1984/5. In a talk
to Glasgow Anarchist Group Discussion
Forum on 4th September, he outlined what
happened on the mission, the situation in
Tuzla and the need to create the means for
practical libertarian solidarity with the
Bosnian working class. '

The convoy of “aid” arrived in Split, in
Croatia after negotiating the journey across
the narrow road corridor from Slovenia and
northern Croatia. The Croatian offensive to
expel the KrajinaSerbs was imminent.They
were obstructed by British armed forces commanders at their camp
in Split, prevented from entering Bosnia by theHVO Bosnian-Croat
forces during the Croat Krajina offensive, and refused to “bribe”
their way in due to a principled stand against giving aid to national-
ist/fascist forces. During this delay, some Workers Aid members
found the remains of a child, dead and abandoned near a mountain
path

Running the Gauntlet
Eventually they were allowed to proceed through the devastated

ethmcally dtvided city of Mostar to central Bosnia, past “ethnically
cleansed” villages, where Serbs and Bosnian”muslims” had been
driven out, their homes torched and looted. The convoy included
“delegations” from Unions and solidarity groups. While the “del-
egates” from Women against Pit Closures and similar groups
assisted the drivers and other volunteers, many of the Union del-
egates were selfish and some even foolish to the extent of being  a
danger to the convoy. <

In one incident near Kalandj, convoys have to proceed along a
stretch of road that has Chetnik snipers on both sides, and they have
to drive without lights along the mountainous single track dirt road.
The delegation from the Communication Workers Union lorry
“bottled” it and turned flieir headlights & rear lights on ,thus
illuminating (and endangering) the whole convoy, which fortu-
nately escaped attack. There were other incidents which showed up
some Union bureaucrats in their ‘true colours’, not boflieringto help
the tired drivers with cooking, unloading & disappearing to find
drink at every opportunity ! S n

When the convoy reached Tuzla, they found thatthe Union leaders
on theTrades Council hadrefused to believe thatWorkers Aid could

get through & a delay ensued with unloading the supplies, The
drivers and other travellers had to do his themselves, amid fraught
tempers as rival trot groups from Britain and France predictably fell
out. They also had to deal with a near food-riot when some of the
provisions were unloaded.

Thereafter, the various “delegations” went off to meet their local
counterparts, and as an anarchist in a city with no known anarchistl
libertarian contacts, Dean was shown around by local children and
given a bed by a local family. The children explained the impact of
the recent massacre of 71 citizens, mostly children in a Tuzla

tnaeket-place, the role of the despised Bosnian Police and the daily
incidence of chetnik shelling, especially of mining villages outside
Tuzla. The threat to children and the position of women, in such a
conflict with numerous records of rape& mutilation, and as targets
for sniping was also a key featme of everyday life.

They also explained how the U.N. were ‘at law unto themselves’
and how the aid agencies would only give relief to refugees, such as
the recently displaced Srebenica and Zepa “safe haven” inhabitants.
Inttu-n these refugees would sell surplus food on the ‘blackmarket’ ,
drivingup theprices forthemajorityofTuzlacitizens, from working
class homes, with water for 2 hours daily, with little or no pay from
woek such as mining and only receiving relief from solidarity
initiatives such as Workers Aid.Therefugees, understandably, from
small rural and beseiged enclaves werettembittered and unable to
understand that cities such as Tuzla (and Sarajevo) contain Croats
and Serbs as well as musliins, who support the pluralist (original)

of the Bosnian state, and some of them "carried out attacks
against the homes of local (anti-fascist) serbs.

The U.N.: despised & ineffective

The U.N., and media journalists strut around thee Hotel Tuzla,
never targeted by the Chetnik attackers in a luxtuious haven that is
blatantly at odds with the suffering of the Tuzla working class. Aid
convoys have also had reason to fear the U.N.: many of the trucks
whichhave been driven off the road,‘ into ravines etc. are directly the
result of U.N. orders to their army persoimel that their tanks and
other vehicles have an exclusive right to the limited road space and
on numerous occasions they have forced othervehicles physically
out of the way. t

Continued on page 23
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An Anarcha-Feminist perspective by Lesley Boulton
This article is intended to be part of a debate around the issues is
raises and as such is not meant to be read as a fdefmiuve argument.
It presents a set ofproblems and takes a position, which I hope will
generate some dialogue.

People who identify themselves as ‘pro-porn’ and/or ‘anti-censor-
ship’ often ask, why single out pom and the sex industry from all
other coercive, exploitative and oppressive industries that charac-
terise the capitalist/patriarchal project? I say whynot. All forms of
oppressive practice are open for critique - this is _]I1SI one of them‘ -
but more than that, I would suggest that porn and the sex industry is
not exactly like all other industries that oppress people. The sex
industry. impinges on the lives of womon, men and children and the
relationships that exist between them in some of the same but also
in quite different ways than for example, mming, farmmg, shop
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floor factory work, or the multitude of other industries that people
labour in.

industry functions and in the material it produces.

I am keen not to represent women sex workers as simply ‘victirns’ M
ofexploitation and abuse, for women areforced, for a wholevariety ‘
of reasons to mediate and negotiate the circumstances oftheir lives,
economically, emotionally, psychologically and practically etc-,
entirely from within the framework of capitalist/Petriarchal value
suuctures. It is this framework and the values that it encompasses
that present the problems. It is not that sexual acts tliemselves,
depicted in images or text need necessarily problematic, but that
representations that are informed by capitalist/patriarchal value
structures and what that means for relations between men, women
and children are frequently problematic._ It is from this within this
set of value structures that the pom/sex industry operates and it is
these values that dominate and inform the practice and it is here that
the problems are to be found. I would argue that in the light of
current social and political conditions where relations between
women, men andchildren are foundeduponwhollyunequal grounds
of power, it is entirely dishonest to suggest, as s0_ many anti
censorship/pro pomers do, that somehow this inequality is magi-
cally absent from depictions of sex acts generated by the sex
industry.

I also think it’s important to state that my argurnent against the sex
industry does not imply that I ai"n_p_ro censorship, for I arn not. I think
it’s perfectly legitimate to be critical about any damn thing I like -
being critical is asking people lie 10014 fll 3111185 111 3_-d~1ffe1'°I1i“’aY- I9
debate and engage indialogue - in the hopes oftaking the argtunents
further, in other words, it’s an opening up of debate, I10i e_<>10SvIe,
which is fundamentally what censorship 1S. I also think that
accusing those of us who have serious problems with the sex
industry ofbeing in favour of censorship is a cheap _way of trying to
deflect attention from what are the real issues that lie at the heart of
our dysfunctional social system.

It is possible to argue endlessly about what is or is not pomographic.
There are probably as many definitions as there are people on the
planet. This is not the argument I want to engage in. “hat is
important however, is uncovermg the politics and power relations
that dominate the way the sex industry functions and how_those
relations work in the context of the industry s place within the
capitalist project.

Pornography has been described, not simply as text on the gage 01‘
as moving or still images of particular acts, but as a practice ., - that
is a practice “consisting of .§:p€CifiC activities performed by real
people" [Cole 1989]. looking atp0H1Qg1'flPhY_m this W3)’, 133- as
3 ‘practice’ , the generation ofpornographicmaterial from within the
sex industry can be approachedfrom_a different angle. for example,
Cole argues that, “Instead of asking, does pornograghy 601486
violence?” we can ask whether the sex industry exploits/abuses
women to make the matenals that [male] COI1S1l1Tl61'S.i_11_lS6ll1 ways that
are abusive to women? Cole goes on to argue that it does F01’ her,
“Abuse is not caused by pornography, it is a part ofwhat pornog-
raphy is [Cole 1989]. This abuse is firmly located in the values
and practices that permeate the wider politics of capitalism and

Ithink we would all agee that the sex industry is largely controlled
andthe material it generates is largely consumedbymen. This bemg
the case, it wouldnot be unfair to suggest that thematerial generated
will be informed forthe mostpart, by notions ofsexuality and sexual

that are of interest to men Women who work in the sexfantasy - F - _ ,
industry, whether voluntarily or through coercion _will have to
conform to amale oriented productionprocess, that is, in the waythe

patriarchy, where the interests of women are invariably subordi-
nated to the uiterests of men.

It’s not necessary for me to rehearse the anarchist chaloegge to
capitalism/patriarchy. for as_ anarchistsacknowledge, calpi Xmslol
wholly reliant upon oppressive/1'ePTeSSlve/eeefelvff 11116‘-?_ 31115 in
order to function. The veiy core of anarchist politics lSiI'1'Ui=- 0 Y
about resisting such power relations but actively overturning them.
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guiltyofexploiting workers, destroying the environment, murdering
animals”. The production company’s plans offilming the clown by
the pond and the bandstand (painted specially for the purpose) were
completely frustrated all day, at an estimated cost of £100,000.

Let’s hope that other massive corporations who make money for a
few out of the misery of many are taking heed of the thrashing that
McDonald’s is ciurently receiving in court, in the media an via the
protests of millions around the globe who are determined to show
solidarity with Helen and Dave. They should realise that if they

make the mistake of seeing themselves as some sort of Goliath and
the defendants as David, they’ll soon learn that David is brave,
ciuining and he’s got loads of mates.

.'r ,

Further information and updates are available World Wide Web
site: http://anthfrst.san.ed.ac.uk/ S S

The court_is open tomembers ofthe press and public, most days from
10.30am in Court 35, Royal Courts of Justice, Strand, -  
London WC2. Ring 0171 713 1269 for details.  

Returning solidarity to Tuzla miners
ANTI-FASCIST AID TO BOSNIA is an anarchist initiative arising
out of a hair-raising but uplifting journey to North-East Bosnia .
They are determined to create links directly with those engaged in
a daily struggle with the fascist Chetnik serbian forces, the Police
and other authorities in the rump Bosnian state, and amongst those
who distrust the motives of the U.N. and aid agencies and who are
aware of the motives of the Croatian State and of it’s fascist
counterparts in Herzeg-Bosnia.

Dean of AK Press in London acted as a driver in the second
(August 1995) “Workers Aid” mission to Tuzla, in north-east
Bosnia, whose citizens had sent solidarity
aid to the Miners Strike in 1984/5. In a talk
to Glasgow Anarchist Group Discussion
Forum on 4th September, he outlined what
happened on the mission, the situation in
Tuzla and the need to create the means for
practical libertarian solidarity with the
Bosnian working class. '

The convoy of “aid” arrived in Split, in
Croatia after negotiating the journey across
the narrow road corridor from Slovenia and
northern Croatia. The Croatian offensive to
expel the KrajinaSerbs was imminent.They
were obstructed by British armed forces commanders at their camp
in Split, prevented from entering Bosnia by theHVO Bosnian-Croat
forces during the Croat Krajina offensive, and refused to “bribe”
their way in due to a principled stand against giving aid to national-
ist/fascist forces. During this delay, some Workers Aid members
found the remains of a child, dead and abandoned near a mountain
path

Running the Gauntlet
Eventually they were allowed to proceed through the devastated

ethmcally dtvided city of Mostar to central Bosnia, past “ethnically
cleansed” villages, where Serbs and Bosnian”muslims” had been
driven out, their homes torched and looted. The convoy included
“delegations” from Unions and solidarity groups. While the “del-
egates” from Women against Pit Closures and similar groups
assisted the drivers and other volunteers, many of the Union del-
egates were selfish and some even foolish to the extent of being  a
danger to the convoy. <

In one incident near Kalandj, convoys have to proceed along a
stretch of road that has Chetnik snipers on both sides, and they have
to drive without lights along the mountainous single track dirt road.
The delegation from the Communication Workers Union lorry
“bottled” it and turned flieir headlights & rear lights on ,thus
illuminating (and endangering) the whole convoy, which fortu-
nately escaped attack. There were other incidents which showed up
some Union bureaucrats in their ‘true colours’, not boflieringto help
the tired drivers with cooking, unloading & disappearing to find
drink at every opportunity ! S n

When the convoy reached Tuzla, they found thatthe Union leaders
on theTrades Council hadrefused to believe thatWorkers Aid could

get through & a delay ensued with unloading the supplies, The
drivers and other travellers had to do his themselves, amid fraught
tempers as rival trot groups from Britain and France predictably fell
out. They also had to deal with a near food-riot when some of the
provisions were unloaded.

Thereafter, the various “delegations” went off to meet their local
counterparts, and as an anarchist in a city with no known anarchistl
libertarian contacts, Dean was shown around by local children and
given a bed by a local family. The children explained the impact of
the recent massacre of 71 citizens, mostly children in a Tuzla

tnaeket-place, the role of the despised Bosnian Police and the daily
incidence of chetnik shelling, especially of mining villages outside
Tuzla. The threat to children and the position of women, in such a
conflict with numerous records of rape& mutilation, and as targets
for sniping was also a key featme of everyday life.

They also explained how the U.N. were ‘at law unto themselves’
and how the aid agencies would only give relief to refugees, such as
the recently displaced Srebenica and Zepa “safe haven” inhabitants.
Inttu-n these refugees would sell surplus food on the ‘blackmarket’ ,
drivingup theprices forthemajorityofTuzlacitizens, from working
class homes, with water for 2 hours daily, with little or no pay from
woek such as mining and only receiving relief from solidarity
initiatives such as Workers Aid.Therefugees, understandably, from
small rural and beseiged enclaves werettembittered and unable to
understand that cities such as Tuzla (and Sarajevo) contain Croats
and Serbs as well as musliins, who support the pluralist (original)

of the Bosnian state, and some of them "carried out attacks
against the homes of local (anti-fascist) serbs.

The U.N.: despised & ineffective

The U.N., and media journalists strut around thee Hotel Tuzla,
never targeted by the Chetnik attackers in a luxtuious haven that is
blatantly at odds with the suffering of the Tuzla working class. Aid
convoys have also had reason to fear the U.N.: many of the trucks
whichhave been driven off the road,‘ into ravines etc. are directly the
result of U.N. orders to their army persoimel that their tanks and
other vehicles have an exclusive right to the limited road space and
on numerous occasions they have forced othervehicles physically
out of the way. t

Continued on page 23
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An Anarcha-Feminist perspective by Lesley Boulton
This article is intended to be part of a debate around the issues is
raises and as such is not meant to be read as a fdefmiuve argument.
It presents a set ofproblems and takes a position, which I hope will
generate some dialogue.

People who identify themselves as ‘pro-porn’ and/or ‘anti-censor-
ship’ often ask, why single out pom and the sex industry from all
other coercive, exploitative and oppressive industries that charac-
terise the capitalist/patriarchal project? I say whynot. All forms of
oppressive practice are open for critique - this is _]I1SI one of them‘ -
but more than that, I would suggest that porn and the sex industry is
not exactly like all other industries that oppress people. The sex
industry. impinges on the lives of womon, men and children and the
relationships that exist between them in some of the same but also
in quite different ways than for example, mming, farmmg, shop
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floor factory work, or the multitude of other industries that people
labour in.

industry functions and in the material it produces.

I am keen not to represent women sex workers as simply ‘victirns’ M
ofexploitation and abuse, for women areforced, for a wholevariety ‘
of reasons to mediate and negotiate the circumstances oftheir lives,
economically, emotionally, psychologically and practically etc-,
entirely from within the framework of capitalist/Petriarchal value
suuctures. It is this framework and the values that it encompasses
that present the problems. It is not that sexual acts tliemselves,
depicted in images or text need necessarily problematic, but that
representations that are informed by capitalist/patriarchal value
structures and what that means for relations between men, women
and children are frequently problematic._ It is from this within this
set of value structures that the pom/sex industry operates and it is
these values that dominate and inform the practice and it is here that
the problems are to be found. I would argue that in the light of
current social and political conditions where relations between
women, men andchildren are foundeduponwhollyunequal grounds
of power, it is entirely dishonest to suggest, as s0_ many anti
censorship/pro pomers do, that somehow this inequality is magi-
cally absent from depictions of sex acts generated by the sex
industry.

I also think it’s important to state that my argurnent against the sex
industry does not imply that I ai"n_p_ro censorship, for I arn not. I think
it’s perfectly legitimate to be critical about any damn thing I like -
being critical is asking people lie 10014 fll 3111185 111 3_-d~1ffe1'°I1i“’aY- I9
debate and engage indialogue - in the hopes oftaking the argtunents
further, in other words, it’s an opening up of debate, I10i e_<>10SvIe,
which is fundamentally what censorship 1S. I also think that
accusing those of us who have serious problems with the sex
industry ofbeing in favour of censorship is a cheap _way of trying to
deflect attention from what are the real issues that lie at the heart of
our dysfunctional social system.

It is possible to argue endlessly about what is or is not pomographic.
There are probably as many definitions as there are people on the
planet. This is not the argument I want to engage in. “hat is
important however, is uncovermg the politics and power relations
that dominate the way the sex industry functions and how_those
relations work in the context of the industry s place within the
capitalist project.

Pornography has been described, not simply as text on the gage 01‘
as moving or still images of particular acts, but as a practice ., - that
is a practice “consisting of .§:p€CifiC activities performed by real
people" [Cole 1989]. looking atp0H1Qg1'flPhY_m this W3)’, 133- as
3 ‘practice’ , the generation ofpornographicmaterial from within the
sex industry can be approachedfrom_a different angle. for example,
Cole argues that, “Instead of asking, does pornograghy 601486
violence?” we can ask whether the sex industry exploits/abuses
women to make the matenals that [male] COI1S1l1Tl61'S.i_11_lS6ll1 ways that
are abusive to women? Cole goes on to argue that it does F01’ her,
“Abuse is not caused by pornography, it is a part ofwhat pornog-
raphy is [Cole 1989]. This abuse is firmly located in the values
and practices that permeate the wider politics of capitalism and

Ithink we would all agee that the sex industry is largely controlled
andthe material it generates is largely consumedbymen. This bemg
the case, it wouldnot be unfair to suggest that thematerial generated
will be informed forthe mostpart, by notions ofsexuality and sexual

that are of interest to men Women who work in the sexfantasy - F - _ ,
industry, whether voluntarily or through coercion _will have to
conform to amale oriented productionprocess, that is, in the waythe

patriarchy, where the interests of women are invariably subordi-
nated to the uiterests of men.

It’s not necessary for me to rehearse the anarchist chaloegge to
capitalism/patriarchy. for as_ anarchistsacknowledge, calpi Xmslol
wholly reliant upon oppressive/1'ePTeSSlve/eeefelvff 11116‘-?_ 31115 in
order to function. The veiy core of anarchist politics lSiI'1'Ui=- 0 Y
about resisting such power relations but actively overturning them.
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As anarchists we would wish to introduce a set of relations between
people and communities that significantly reduced the possibility of
such oppression, mainly through the active participation of the
individual in an autonomous and pro-active way in the business of
organising their lives.

Returning to the issues at hand, Gayle Rubin in her book, ‘Bad Girls
andDirtyPictures’, critiques the analyses offeminists [inparticular]
and others who are critical of the sex industry and the way it
functions. she says,

“While anti porn activists often claim to want to protect women in
(and from) the sex industry, much of their analysis is based on
condescension and contempt towards sex workers. The notion that
pornography is a documentary of sexztal abuse assumes that the
women who work in the sex industry... are invariablv forced to do

'U—'

so and that such women are ‘merely.’ victims’ ofpornographers..."

Rubin goes on to say,

“We need to support women where ever they work. We need to
realise that more stigma and more legal regulation of the sex
industry will merely increase the vulnerability of the women in it.
Feminists who want to support sex workers should strive to
decriminalize and legitimate sex work. Sex workers relieved of the
threat ofscandal or incarceration are in a better position to gain
more control over their work and working conditions”.

Whilst Rubin is quite right when she asserts that sex workers suffer
from the odium and contempt of society at large, attitudes that will
inevitably make it much more difficult for them to improve or take
control oftheir working conditions, her analysis contains one major
flaw. Her critique comes from within and remains within the
ideological framework that anarchists are dedicated to overthrow-
ing. Essentially she is arguing that we should support sex workers
from within the framework of the capitalist/patriarchal project, ie,
all that is required is a ‘reform’ of that project. This position is
anathema to anarchists. I would argue that Rubin’s argument is
typical of pro pom positions - it is an apologia by someone who is
attempting to reform the essentially unreformable.

I would also argue that the driving force that underlies the sex
industry and the way it functions is not one of giving value free
sexual pleasure and/or relief in an equal way to men and women, but
isrdevoted to exactly the same principles of all other multi-national
industries, which is the pursuit of maximtun profit. All other
considerations, particularly those pertaining to sex workers and
their conditions are subordinated to this one all embracing principle.

There are moves afoot amongst women to generatetpomographicl
erotic material that is directly informed by notions o sexuality and
sexual fantasy that come from themselves and that are not exploita-
tive or coercive, either in their mode of production or in the images
they depict. However, I would argue that since all of us are
enculturated within an ideological framework that is dominated by
patriarchal values it is verydifficult for women to develop their own
material. What kind ofpeople might we be if, for example, we were
enculturated within within a system that was fotmded upon anar-
chist principles ofsocial organisation? How would our understand-
ing of human sexuality differ? What kind of erotic material might
we be interested in? How might we organise the production oferotic
||- ‘ '- Inf‘ ‘ - 1‘ -tun r ' ' I _!-_- -1-1. .-._l ‘ -- '11 SOII161lI1Ch
territory. As far as the generation of sexually explicit material is
concerned it is this new territory we need to explore and to do this
we need to create a new erotic language based on anarchist princi-
ples. It could be fun!

References and Further Reading :-

S.G. Cole Pornography & The Sex Crisis p.18
G. Rubin Bad girls & dirty Pictures p. 33/34
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Introduction
Its common knowledge that McDonalds is not particularly liked by
anarchists. For many, I'm sure, this dislike seems ethical and
emotional, with no “real” relevance to revolutionary ideas. Being
human beings and not robots, of course our hatred of McDonalds is
emotional and ethical, but it is more than that. We hate McDonalds
because it represents the “cutting edge” ofcapitalism, of the mega-
machine which is slowly crushing the life out of us and our planet.

Image is increasingly replacing content. McDonald’s is the classic
example of this. Its slick (or is that sick) advertising attempts to hide
the reality of capitalism, a capitalism which could have the golden
arches as it’s symbol. There is no way that this can be analysed in
the space available here, so I would recommend “The
McDonaldization ofSociety” by George Ritzer for more informa-
tion. In addition, I would also suggest reading “Modern Capital-
ism and Revolution” by Paul Carden to understand how the
process of “McDonaldization” described by Ritzer is part of the
dynamic of capitalism.

Miss Seniordescribes vividly what it is like to work for McDonalds.
The type ofwork, standardised, controlled, predictable, is there for
areason. The great source of trouble in any form ofMcDonald-like
system is human uncertainty and tmpredictability. In other words,
human individuality! So, people have to be replaced, controlled and
processed by machines. And working in such an enviromnent soon
results in massive alienation, the feeling that who become the
servants of machines and of others.

This, of course, allows greater profits to be made, hence we see the
McDonald’s type of work spreading across the economy. In addi-
tion, the use of management selected technology de-skills the
worker, allowing wages to be lowered, increasing the pool of
labour, allowing each worker to be replaceable and so not treated as
individuals, but as replaceable human machines. The mass worker
replaces the unique individual . That this process ofMcDonaldisation
is widespread in industry is seen from the name this type of
employment is called - the McJob!

Miss Senior stood up for her humanity and individuality and left the
capitalist utopia of McDonalds. A small step for freedom, _ one
which need to be built on and expanded. We can only do that by
reclaiming our individuality, organising together and changing
things by our own efforts. That always goes on, that’s why the
“humanfactor” is so hatedby the system. Where there is oppression,
there is resistance. And resistance is the sign of humanity. It needs
to be encouraged and developed to such a point that the current
system can be replaced and the world renewed in the bright light of
freedom, equality and solidarity.

Iain MacSaorsa
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WHAT’S RIGHTWITH McDONALD’S?
(An account of my experience working at McDonald’s, Wimbledon)

There can be little doubt that in the
last forty years the McDonald’s fast
food chain has become well-estab-
lished and extremely successful in
this country. It also cannot be dis-
puted that they are also efficiently
run and salubrious. But what price
that efficiency?
Having tramped the streets in vain looking
for a summer job, I was relieved when I
walked into the local McDonald’ s (Wimble-
don Branch), and was granted an interview.
That same aftemoon I arrived in a state of
hopeful expectancy and waited... and
waited... and waited, having been told that I
would only have to wait five minutes after
the last prospective employee had left. As I
was standing there drumming my fingers, a
harassed-looking girl told me that it was
common practice to keep interviewees wait-
ing to test their patience. A good start. When
I was eventually seen by the manager he told
me to come back in five days time, which I
did accordingly, only to be infonned that I
couldnot start work on that day as there were
no more uniforms. Very well organised!

However, one fateful Friday in July I started
work at McDonald’s. Right from day one I
began to wonder seriously if I had joined the
army by mistake. I was fmally given a
tmiform and a green badge, and told that I
would be honoured with a yellow badge if
my performance proved to be satisfactory
after three weeks. I soon discovered that
everyone took great delight in dishing out
orders, whatever their rank, no more so than
the mighty Training Squad. These cheery
individuals had the distinction of five stars
and a red badge to indicate a high level of
competence. In the ensuing days I felt it was
a pity that this accolade did not include such
skills as tact, patience and a general ability to
treat fellow employees well.

I was often made to feel less than the size of
an unusually diminutive worm - witness my
first attempt at certain tasks, which I did not
perform with the speed and panache of bet-
ter-seasoned ‘crew members’ . My inad-
equacy in the realm of Ajaxing a stainless
steel fridge was exposed time and again as I
was forced to clean the same surface ten
times over until every conceivable speck of
grease had been obliterated. Itmust be noted
by prospective weight trainers that this is a
particularly effective way ofbuilding up the
arm muscles.

I soon settled into the routine - a dozen
differentpeoplebellowing orders atme from
all directions, extremely peeved if their par-
ticular demand took second preference. Un-
derpaid, overworked and tmder the cosh, I
was allowed one reprieve during the eight-

by Suzanne Senior
hour day, a forty-five minute break, (which
I believe, incidentally, is well below the
legal minimtun of an hour and a half), time
to collapse in the Cool Room and munch my
way through soggy burgers (drowned in a
deluge of mustard and tomato ketchup).

On my Fifth Day the cnmch came. I was
ready to be trained on the fries. I was moving
up in the ranks, drawing closer to the day
when I would be dealing with the all-impor-
tant factor - the Customer. Obviously my
dexterity was not perfect as it was my first
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exposure to the skill, but the Training Squad
member in charge spent the whole morning
shouting at me, tossing provocative sallies
in my direction and being generally unpleas-
ant, all of which does not make for the best
of tempers when standing over hot fat! At
one point she pointed an accusing finger at a
couple of specks of grease on the floor and
yelled peremptorily: “Get down on your
hands and knees and scrub every bit of that
offl ” Feeling decidedly wretched I wearily
complied, convinced that Ivan Denisovitch
was having a ball in comparison. Finally the
inevitable happened, and upon her next
barrageof insults, Iblew a gasket and stormed
out.

At home, feeling somewhat calmer, I con-
sidered the work ethic behind such Ameri-
can-based companies. Flicking through the
McDonald’s handbook, I came to a sudden
halt at the page marked “Crew Member’s
Progress Report”. It contained a report form
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a la school report, with a list of work areas,
a psychological section and a grading sys-
tem from one to five. I was first of all
fascinated by the inventiveness of their de-
scriptive powers, with such mtmdane tasks
as emptying the bins being pompously el-
evated to “Waste Control”. The psychologi-
cal section was nothing short of sinister,
including as it did, such headings as “Under-
stands Hierarchy”, which, as far as I was
concemed meant “employee is a pushover”,
and “Uses Hierarchy”, which could accormt
for the numerous budding dictators in evi-
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dence there.

What disturbed me particularly was that
most ‘crew members’ did not question this
highly pressurised method of working, and,
even worse, were brainwashed into thinking
that they would enhance their chances of
career success if they treated their fellow
employees with utter contempt. On the
contrary, I refuse to believe that winding
employees up to breaking point necessarily
produces more efficient workers.

After nine days I decided that this job would
suit those with nerves ofreinforced steel, but
not me, so I handed in my notice, thankful
that at last the ordeal was over. Fortunately
I could leave, as I was not desperate for the
cash. However, people still work there be-
cause they cannot afford to go on the dole, as
one girl told me: “lt' s terribleforyourpride
butt can’t leave because I need the money”.
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As anarchists we would wish to introduce a set of relations between
people and communities that significantly reduced the possibility of
such oppression, mainly through the active participation of the
individual in an autonomous and pro-active way in the business of
organising their lives.

Returning to the issues at hand, Gayle Rubin in her book, ‘Bad Girls
andDirtyPictures’, critiques the analyses offeminists [inparticular]
and others who are critical of the sex industry and the way it
functions. she says,

“While anti porn activists often claim to want to protect women in
(and from) the sex industry, much of their analysis is based on
condescension and contempt towards sex workers. The notion that
pornography is a documentary of sexztal abuse assumes that the
women who work in the sex industry... are invariablv forced to do
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so and that such women are ‘merely.’ victims’ ofpornographers..."

Rubin goes on to say,

“We need to support women where ever they work. We need to
realise that more stigma and more legal regulation of the sex
industry will merely increase the vulnerability of the women in it.
Feminists who want to support sex workers should strive to
decriminalize and legitimate sex work. Sex workers relieved of the
threat ofscandal or incarceration are in a better position to gain
more control over their work and working conditions”.

Whilst Rubin is quite right when she asserts that sex workers suffer
from the odium and contempt of society at large, attitudes that will
inevitably make it much more difficult for them to improve or take
control oftheir working conditions, her analysis contains one major
flaw. Her critique comes from within and remains within the
ideological framework that anarchists are dedicated to overthrow-
ing. Essentially she is arguing that we should support sex workers
from within the framework of the capitalist/patriarchal project, ie,
all that is required is a ‘reform’ of that project. This position is
anathema to anarchists. I would argue that Rubin’s argument is
typical of pro pom positions - it is an apologia by someone who is
attempting to reform the essentially unreformable.

I would also argue that the driving force that underlies the sex
industry and the way it functions is not one of giving value free
sexual pleasure and/or relief in an equal way to men and women, but
isrdevoted to exactly the same principles of all other multi-national
industries, which is the pursuit of maximtun profit. All other
considerations, particularly those pertaining to sex workers and
their conditions are subordinated to this one all embracing principle.

There are moves afoot amongst women to generatetpomographicl
erotic material that is directly informed by notions o sexuality and
sexual fantasy that come from themselves and that are not exploita-
tive or coercive, either in their mode of production or in the images
they depict. However, I would argue that since all of us are
enculturated within an ideological framework that is dominated by
patriarchal values it is verydifficult for women to develop their own
material. What kind ofpeople might we be if, for example, we were
enculturated within within a system that was fotmded upon anar-
chist principles ofsocial organisation? How would our understand-
ing of human sexuality differ? What kind of erotic material might
we be interested in? How might we organise the production oferotic
||- ‘ '- Inf‘ ‘ - 1‘ -tun r ' ' I _!-_- -1-1. .-._l ‘ -- '11 SOII161lI1Ch
territory. As far as the generation of sexually explicit material is
concerned it is this new territory we need to explore and to do this
we need to create a new erotic language based on anarchist princi-
ples. It could be fun!

References and Further Reading :-

S.G. Cole Pornography & The Sex Crisis p.18
G. Rubin Bad girls & dirty Pictures p. 33/34
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Introduction
Its common knowledge that McDonalds is not particularly liked by
anarchists. For many, I'm sure, this dislike seems ethical and
emotional, with no “real” relevance to revolutionary ideas. Being
human beings and not robots, of course our hatred of McDonalds is
emotional and ethical, but it is more than that. We hate McDonalds
because it represents the “cutting edge” ofcapitalism, of the mega-
machine which is slowly crushing the life out of us and our planet.

Image is increasingly replacing content. McDonald’s is the classic
example of this. Its slick (or is that sick) advertising attempts to hide
the reality of capitalism, a capitalism which could have the golden
arches as it’s symbol. There is no way that this can be analysed in
the space available here, so I would recommend “The
McDonaldization ofSociety” by George Ritzer for more informa-
tion. In addition, I would also suggest reading “Modern Capital-
ism and Revolution” by Paul Carden to understand how the
process of “McDonaldization” described by Ritzer is part of the
dynamic of capitalism.

Miss Seniordescribes vividly what it is like to work for McDonalds.
The type ofwork, standardised, controlled, predictable, is there for
areason. The great source of trouble in any form ofMcDonald-like
system is human uncertainty and tmpredictability. In other words,
human individuality! So, people have to be replaced, controlled and
processed by machines. And working in such an enviromnent soon
results in massive alienation, the feeling that who become the
servants of machines and of others.

This, of course, allows greater profits to be made, hence we see the
McDonald’s type of work spreading across the economy. In addi-
tion, the use of management selected technology de-skills the
worker, allowing wages to be lowered, increasing the pool of
labour, allowing each worker to be replaceable and so not treated as
individuals, but as replaceable human machines. The mass worker
replaces the unique individual . That this process ofMcDonaldisation
is widespread in industry is seen from the name this type of
employment is called - the McJob!

Miss Senior stood up for her humanity and individuality and left the
capitalist utopia of McDonalds. A small step for freedom, _ one
which need to be built on and expanded. We can only do that by
reclaiming our individuality, organising together and changing
things by our own efforts. That always goes on, that’s why the
“humanfactor” is so hatedby the system. Where there is oppression,
there is resistance. And resistance is the sign of humanity. It needs
to be encouraged and developed to such a point that the current
system can be replaced and the world renewed in the bright light of
freedom, equality and solidarity.

Iain MacSaorsa
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WHAT’S RIGHTWITH McDONALD’S?
(An account of my experience working at McDonald’s, Wimbledon)

There can be little doubt that in the
last forty years the McDonald’s fast
food chain has become well-estab-
lished and extremely successful in
this country. It also cannot be dis-
puted that they are also efficiently
run and salubrious. But what price
that efficiency?
Having tramped the streets in vain looking
for a summer job, I was relieved when I
walked into the local McDonald’ s (Wimble-
don Branch), and was granted an interview.
That same aftemoon I arrived in a state of
hopeful expectancy and waited... and
waited... and waited, having been told that I
would only have to wait five minutes after
the last prospective employee had left. As I
was standing there drumming my fingers, a
harassed-looking girl told me that it was
common practice to keep interviewees wait-
ing to test their patience. A good start. When
I was eventually seen by the manager he told
me to come back in five days time, which I
did accordingly, only to be infonned that I
couldnot start work on that day as there were
no more uniforms. Very well organised!

However, one fateful Friday in July I started
work at McDonald’s. Right from day one I
began to wonder seriously if I had joined the
army by mistake. I was fmally given a
tmiform and a green badge, and told that I
would be honoured with a yellow badge if
my performance proved to be satisfactory
after three weeks. I soon discovered that
everyone took great delight in dishing out
orders, whatever their rank, no more so than
the mighty Training Squad. These cheery
individuals had the distinction of five stars
and a red badge to indicate a high level of
competence. In the ensuing days I felt it was
a pity that this accolade did not include such
skills as tact, patience and a general ability to
treat fellow employees well.

I was often made to feel less than the size of
an unusually diminutive worm - witness my
first attempt at certain tasks, which I did not
perform with the speed and panache of bet-
ter-seasoned ‘crew members’ . My inad-
equacy in the realm of Ajaxing a stainless
steel fridge was exposed time and again as I
was forced to clean the same surface ten
times over until every conceivable speck of
grease had been obliterated. Itmust be noted
by prospective weight trainers that this is a
particularly effective way ofbuilding up the
arm muscles.

I soon settled into the routine - a dozen
differentpeoplebellowing orders atme from
all directions, extremely peeved if their par-
ticular demand took second preference. Un-
derpaid, overworked and tmder the cosh, I
was allowed one reprieve during the eight-

by Suzanne Senior
hour day, a forty-five minute break, (which
I believe, incidentally, is well below the
legal minimtun of an hour and a half), time
to collapse in the Cool Room and munch my
way through soggy burgers (drowned in a
deluge of mustard and tomato ketchup).

On my Fifth Day the cnmch came. I was
ready to be trained on the fries. I was moving
up in the ranks, drawing closer to the day
when I would be dealing with the all-impor-
tant factor - the Customer. Obviously my
dexterity was not perfect as it was my first
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exposure to the skill, but the Training Squad
member in charge spent the whole morning
shouting at me, tossing provocative sallies
in my direction and being generally unpleas-
ant, all of which does not make for the best
of tempers when standing over hot fat! At
one point she pointed an accusing finger at a
couple of specks of grease on the floor and
yelled peremptorily: “Get down on your
hands and knees and scrub every bit of that
offl ” Feeling decidedly wretched I wearily
complied, convinced that Ivan Denisovitch
was having a ball in comparison. Finally the
inevitable happened, and upon her next
barrageof insults, Iblew a gasket and stormed
out.

At home, feeling somewhat calmer, I con-
sidered the work ethic behind such Ameri-
can-based companies. Flicking through the
McDonald’s handbook, I came to a sudden
halt at the page marked “Crew Member’s
Progress Report”. It contained a report form
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a la school report, with a list of work areas,
a psychological section and a grading sys-
tem from one to five. I was first of all
fascinated by the inventiveness of their de-
scriptive powers, with such mtmdane tasks
as emptying the bins being pompously el-
evated to “Waste Control”. The psychologi-
cal section was nothing short of sinister,
including as it did, such headings as “Under-
stands Hierarchy”, which, as far as I was
concemed meant “employee is a pushover”,
and “Uses Hierarchy”, which could accormt
for the numerous budding dictators in evi-
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dence there.

What disturbed me particularly was that
most ‘crew members’ did not question this
highly pressurised method of working, and,
even worse, were brainwashed into thinking
that they would enhance their chances of
career success if they treated their fellow
employees with utter contempt. On the
contrary, I refuse to believe that winding
employees up to breaking point necessarily
produces more efficient workers.

After nine days I decided that this job would
suit those with nerves ofreinforced steel, but
not me, so I handed in my notice, thankful
that at last the ordeal was over. Fortunately
I could leave, as I was not desperate for the
cash. However, people still work there be-
cause they cannot afford to go on the dole, as
one girl told me: “lt' s terribleforyourpride
butt can’t leave because I need the money”.
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Noam Chomsky

Introduction
The following letter/article by Noam Chomsky, one of America’s leading anarchist thinkers, was published in Lies of Our Times,
July 1994. We have decided to reprint it in Scottish Anarchist as it is a clear and concise analysis of the social and economic
developments occturing in the world. Developments which we would be stupid to ignore.

Needless to say, the S.F.A. (like Chomsky) would recognise that the business unionism dominant in Scotland and the USA is just
as bureaucratic as the capitalism it works within. If “freedom and democracy are even less tolerable in the workplace than in the
larger society" (as Chomsky notes) that also goes for within the trade unions as well. The example ofTimex springs to mind, where
the libertarian “democracy” of the picket line was crushed by the official democracy of “elected leaders” and the “freedom” of
authority to sell us out (see issue 1 of Scottish Anarchist).

In tmion there is strength. However, as long as trade unionism dominates the working class movement this strength will be sucked
dry by bureaucrats in their (and capital’ s) interests, not ours. While this is not clearly seen yet by most of our class it is by the bosses.

In the late seventies, US coal workers defied the bosses, govermnent and their own union and by rank and file struggle won a
substantially better deal than the tmionbacked one. The Business Magazine “Fortune” understandably viewed the miner’s actions
with alarm :

“Bad as union dictatorship undoubtably is, union anarchy is potentially more destructive. Unfortunately, the miners have just
shown that anarchy pays. They have demonstrated that a rambunctious rank andfile... can get a better deal by spurning the
settlement made by their elected leaders and defying court back-to-work orders” (Fortune, April 24, 1978, page 62).

Similar statements issued forth from the media conceming the picket lines at Timex or any other form of direct action.

Until such time as we organise ourselves and take direct control of our own struggles, organisations and fates (“rmion anarchy”)
and resist all authorities (including labour and “union” ones) we will never become full people, just “factors ofproduction”, playing
the role assigned to us by the system. R

A role Chomsky notes is not and never will be in our interests as individuals, or as part of a community, to accept.

Industry verses labour
Credit where credit is due. Often there is a
lot to learn from the mainstream press.
Take the May 23 issue of Business Week,
which features a study on “The
Workplace” headed: “Why America
Needs Unions, But Not The Kind It Has
Now.”

The article reports that “Over the past
dozen years, in fact, U.S. industry has
conductedone ofthe most successful union
wars ever" with a “chilling effect". Why
“chilling”? After all, “Numerous studies
have confirmed that unions reduce profits”
and_what could be more noble than over-
coming a threat to the guiding human value
to which the journal, along with
right-thinkingpeople generally, is dedicated?
The reason is that “the higher productivity
ofunionized companies offsets most oftheir
higher costs” . Thus unions may “perform a
legitimate role that’s not counter to social
efficiency" , Chicago economistGaryBecker
observes. From the other end of the spec-
trmn, fellow-Nobel laureate Paul Samuelson
adds that “ ifunions help improveproductiv-

ity..., they can justify higher wages and
their existence”. And as remains unstated,
unions can serve as labour contractors,
providing an orderly workforce and guar-
antees of stability over a long stretch, a
matter of particular significance to
capital-intensive industry. If “labour em-
braces cooperation with unprecedenteden-

thusiasm" and unions “reinvent them-
selves“ so that they “help employers win
competitive battles”, then organized la-
bour “may win at least grudging accept-
ance and carve out a place in the global
economy”. Note the crucial term: “ac-
ceptance” -- by the rulers, as tacitly un-
derstood.

The article is frank about the purpose and
nature of the bitter and one-sided class
war. Management’s basic goal has been
to undermine the rights “guaranteed by
the 1935 Wagner Act”. In fact, that has

been a basic goal since the tragedy occurred
60 years ago, and although the project of
reversing the victory for democracy and
working people was put on hold during the
World War, it was taken up again when
peace arrived, with great vigour and consid-
erable success.

Nevertheless, some rights are still guaran-
teed by law. But this is a mere technicality,
as the editors recognize without comment.
The basic method of the “successful
antiunion war” was “illegally firing thou-
sands ofworkersfor exercising their rights
to organize" .Thus “employers illegallyfired
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1 of every 36 union supporters during or-
ganizing drives in the late 1980s, vs. I in 1 10
in the late "70s and I in 209 in the late ’60s”.
“Unlawfulfirings occurred in one-third of
all representation elections in the late ’80s,
vs. 8% in the late ’ 60s" . “Even more signifi-
cant than the numbers is the perception of
risk among workers, who think they’ll be
f I I I I ntred tn an organtztng campaign , Harvard
law professor Paul Weiler comments. The
effects are rather like those of the misla-
belled “free trade agreements". The threat
of job transfer suffices to drive wages and
working conditions down in the wealthier
countries, while good behaviour is guaran-
teed among the most impoverished by terror
and repression, and huge growth of the la-
bour force. The latter is another welcome
effect of the same economic regimen, de-
signed to replace production for local mar-
kets by agroexport and assembly plants for
transnationals that expand “free trade” by
the centrally-managed and
market-distorting transac-
tions that happen to cross
international borders. c--""“

Once again, the slogan
“Crime doesn't Pay” is
shown to be an absurdity.

To be sure, criminal be-
haviour is safer when state
power is behind it. The
principle is understood
with particular clarity
withinWashington’s inter-
national terror network: in
Colombia, for example,
now the leading human
rights violator in the hemi-
sphere and to the surprise
of no one in touch with the
real world, now also the
leading recipient of U.S.
military aid, increasing
under Clinton amidstpraises for Colombia’ s
progress in realizing democratic values as its
security forces conduct their grim work.

The same lessons apply at home: Crime pays
when the state nods in approval. The precept
was cherished with particular fondness by
the Reaganites, who dedicated state power
even beyond the norm to welfare for the rich
and openly dismissed the rule of law as mere
frivolity. One effect was the expanded free-
dom for illegal abuse of working people.
Given the open contempt for domestic law,
it would also be frivolous to cite the provi-
sions of the international conventions that
we hold sacred and defend with passion
against backward peoples and official en-
emies, when some power interest is served
thereby.

Class War
The illegal destruction of unions has been a
major factor in lowering wages, helping to
increase the gap between rich and poor to
“Depression-era dimensions", Business

 

Week observes (for details, see Richard
Freeman, ed., Working under Different
Rules, Russell Sage 1994). It has also re-
duced pension and health protection while
contributing to “a 125-fold explosion in
unlawful-discharge suits" , union protections
having been undermined. Safety regula-
tions have also lapsed, thanks to
state-employer cooperation in crime. “The
Occupational Safety & Health Administra-
tion underReagan andBush was a hands-ofi’
agency” , encouraging lawlessness, and along
with the dismantling of rmions, such“ state
support for criminal behaviour has led to an
increase in days lost to injury “from 58 per
100 workers in 1983 to 86 in 1991

Some of the effects are illustrated by the
current recovery. Not only is it unusually
sluggish, withhalf the normal growth during
recovery from recession and one-third the
normal rate of job gowth in the first 36
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months, but it is unusual in that wages and
fringe benefits have stagnated, the propor-
tion of temporary jobs is unprecedented, and
the average work week has reached
post-World War II highs. “Labour is scared
abouthaving anyjob atall” , Harvard labour
economist James Medoff comments: “It
makes employees very weak at the bargain-
ing table”. Meanwhile "1993 ,was a
bracingly upbeat year for the FORTUNE
500”, the joumal exulted in its annual re-
view of the state of the important people,
who posted “dazzling” profits despite “vir-
tually stagnant” sales growth (“Hats Off! It
Was a Heck ofa Year”, Fortune, April 18;
David Francis, Christian Science Monitor,
April22;LucindaHarper andDavidWessel,
Wall Street Journal, May 9; John Miller,
Dollars and Sense, May/June 1994).

Class war brings other important benefits.
Unions provide one of the few means by
which ordinary people can enter the political
arena; their decline thus undermines the
threat ofdemocracy. This is no small matter,
as was revealed quite dramatically in the last

stages of the NAFTA debate, when the at-
tempts oforganized labour to approach their
representatives in Congress elicited extraor-
dinary tantrmns. The reaction provided a
most revealing demonstration of the fear and
hatred of democracy that prevails across the
spectrum.

Liberals were particularly incensed by the
“real roughshod, muscle-bound tactics" of
organized labour denounced by the Presi-
dent, “the raw muscle, the sort of naked
pressure that the labourforces haveput on"
as they approached their elected representa-
tives, even sinking to “pleading... based on
friendship” and “threatening... based on
money and work in the campaign”, an rm-
speakable outrage. At the dissident extreme,
Anthony Lewis condemned the “crude
threatening tactics" of the “backward,
unenlightened" labourmovement as it sought
to influence legislation. How dare working

people seek to emulate
corporate lobbyists,
whose vastly greater
“pleading” and “threat-
ening” aroused no such
reaction. Indeed it was
ignored during the period
when the outcome seemed
in doubt, quite properly
one might argue, just as
the news room doesn’t re-
port the rising of the sun;

“'"- that is the way “democ-
racy” is supposed to func-
tion, after all. Even
months after the arrogant
upstarts were beaten
down, the press was still
shuddering from “all the
bullying from labour or-
ganizations”, while re-
porting Clinton’s efforts
to “rescue” NAFTA sup-
porters from “labour’ s re-

venge" , fortunately weak. (Gwen lfill, NYT;
John Aloysius Farrell, Boston Globe, Nov
8, 1993. Lewis, Nov. 5, 1993. Richard
Berke, “Rescuing a Lawmaker From La-
bour’s Revenge,” NYT, March 15, 1994.)

Wealth and Self
Also important is the psychological effect of
the destruction of unions. It contributes to
the privatization ofaspirations. Ithelps elimi-
nate a sense of solidarity and sympathy with
others, the understanding that we are in it
together and care for one another, not just
ourselves. In the early days of the industrial
revolution, the lively labour press protested
the “new spirit of the age": “Gain wealth,
forgetting all but self’, a demeaning and
degrading doctrine that had to be driven into
people’s heads with no little violence. Nor-
mal human sentiments had to be crushed;
they are inconsistent with capitalist ideol-
ogy, which celebrates private profit as the
supreme human value and denies people
rights beyond what they can salvage in the
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